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Chapter 1

Introduction

This report presents the work pursued in the first year of the project by
the participants of WP2, entitled Big data driven theories of mobility demand.
The objective of the workpackage is to develop a novel data-driven theory of
human mobility based on the exploitation of semantically enriched mobility
data. The extracted patterns and models will be exploited within WP3 to en-
hance the capabilities of actual simulators by considering also the individual
motivations and social interactions among mobile agents.

The workpackage is organized into four tasks:

• Task 2.1: Person-based constrained trajectory mining based on
GPS data. The objective of this task is to demonstrate how the combi-
nation of network science with data mining within a uniform analyti-
cal framework is able to develop macro-micro models of human mobil-
ity and achieve an unprecedented explanatory and predictive power.

• Task 2.2: Semantic enrichment of mined trajectories. This task
will investigate a semantic enrichment and reasoning process to char-
acterize movement data with domain-dependent behaviour definition.
The discovered mobility models and patterns will be expressed in
terms of realistic semantics of movements. The semantic annota-
tion/reconstruction of mobility patterns will be based on the mobility
and social networking data, and the socio-demographic data provided
by WP1.

• Task 2.3: Social network mining. In this task we plan to analyze
the topological and the dynamical properties of the social network of
users, to the purpose of better characterizing the mobility behaviours
of sub-populations on the basis of their social relations. The analytical
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of network science bring into the project another semantic dimension
which may contribute at better understanding the mobility behaviour
at society-wide scale.

• Task 2.4: Knowledge transition to Simulator. This task will in-
tegrate the patterns, models of the previous tasks to blend the be-
havioural and semantic description of individual traveler into the novel
agent-based simulation system developed in WP3, which is able to
evaluate policy and behaviourally reasoning on a country-wide scale.

During this first year of the project, the participants of the WP2 collabo-
rated to three main activities:

• Collective exploration of the state of the art in the fields related to the
tasks of the workpackage;

• Concrete exploration of some research directions and preliminary re-
sults;

• Definition of shared research activities among the partner of the WP2.

The report is organized into three parts, each covering one of the three
activities above. In Section 2 we present the state of the art of the three sci-
entific pillars of WP2: (i) mobility data mining; (ii) semantic enrichment of
movement data; (iii) mobility networks science. Section 3 presents the sci-
entific achievements of the first year by showing a classification of the activ-
ities according to three families of patterns and models: individual patterns,
collective patterns and global laws. Section 4 concludes the report and pro-
vide a roadmap for the collaborative research activities of workpackage for
the next year.

Papers refereed within the report are available for the reviewers at the
URL http://alpha.uhasselt.be/∼lucp1460/datasim/ (Project Officer will
provide login/password to access to the website).
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Chapter 2

Scientific Pillars: State of Art

The state of the art related to the activities of WP2 is structured into three
sections corresponding to the three scientific cornerstones of the workpack-
age. The content of each of these sections is based on a series of book
chapters that has been developed by the partners of this consortium that
participate also to the Coordination Action MODAP project. The book titled
Mobility Data: Modeling, Management, and Understanding discusses differ-
ent facets of mobility data, like spatio-temporal data modeling, data aggre-
gation and warehousing, data analysis, and basic definitions and state-of-
the-art concepts and techniques.

As a result of the effort for the book, the next sections presents in an
language the state of the art of these three topics, without assuming any
prior knowledge in mobility data management.

2.1 Mobility Analysis

In this section we present a taxonomy of methods for the analysis of move-
ment data based on two main approaches: an approach based on analytical
methods and algorithms that instantiate an instance of the knowledge dis-
covery process; a second approach combines the analytical methods with
interactive visual techniques to enable and promote human understanding
of the data and human reasoning about the data.

2.1.1 Mobility Data Mining

What is mobility data mining. The trajectories of a moving object are a
powerful summary for its activity related to mobility. As seen in previous
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chapters, such information can be queried in order to retrieve those trajec-
tories (and the objects that own them) that respond to some given search
criteria, for instance following a predefined interesting behavior. However,
when massive information is available, we might be able to move a step for-
ward and ask that such “interesting behaviors” automatically emerge from
the data. That is precisely the domain explored by mobility data mining.

Moving from queries to data mining essentially consists in adding de-
grees of freedom to the search process that the algorithms perform. For
instance, a query might consist in searching those trajectories that at some
point perform the following sequence of maneuvers: abrupt slow down, U-
turn and finally accelerate. One possible corresponding data mining task,
instead, might require to discover which sequences of maneuvers are per-
formed frequently in the database of trajectories. Then, the output se-
quences obtained might contain also the slow-down → U-turn → accelerate
example mentioned above. To perform this data mining process the user
needs to specify the general structure of the behaviors he/she searches (se-
quences), what kind of elements they can contain (the set of maneuvers to
consider, as well as a precise way to locate a given maneuver within a tra-
jectory), and a criterion to select “interesting” behaviors – in our example,
the user wants only behaviors that appear frequently in the data.

The several forms and variants of existing analysis tasks that belong to
mobility data mining cannot be easily categorized into a set of fixed classes.
However, it is possible to recognize a few simple dimensions along which to
locate the different analysis methods. In the following we will mention two
of them, that will be also used later as guidelines during the presentation of
analysis examples.

Local patterns vs. global models. The example of behavior illustrated at
the beginning of this section is representative of a class of mining methods,
called local patterns or, in most contexts, simply patterns. The key point
of local patterns is the aim of identifying behaviors and regularities that
involve only a (potentially small) subset of trajectories, and that describe
only a (potentially small) part of each trajectory involved.

The complementary class of mining methods is called global models, or
simply models. Their objective is to provide a general characterization of the
whole dataset of trajectories, thus going towards the definition of general
laws that regulate the data, rather than spotting interesting yet isolated
phenomena. For instance, we will see later mining tasks aimed to define
a global subdivision of all trajectories into homogeneous groups, as well
as tasks aimed to discover rules able to predict the future evolution of a
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trajectory (i.e., the next locations it will visit).

Mining individual habits vs. mining collective behaviors. A relevant
aspect to consider when analyzing trajectory data is the fact that in general
multiple trajectories can be produced by the same moving object. Depend-
ing on how we deal with this association, we can obtain analysis with rather
different objectives. Two basic (and most interesting) approaches are the
following:

• mining individual habits: the mobility mining methods are applied on
the trajectories of a single moving object, thus obtaining a set of output
patterns or models for each object. This way, the behaviors we extract
describe salient aspects of the individual, such as movements that it
repeats often (i.e., it repeated them in several distinct trajectories) or a
general classification of its trips (i.e., each trajectory is put in a class);

• mining collective behaviors: all moving objects are analyzed together,
and the analysis takes into consideration the owner of each trajectory.
This way, the behaviors we extract describe aspects that are significant
for the collectivity, and not only for a single individual.

The literature on mobility data mining is rather extensive – especially
for such a young field – and heterogeneous. Attempting an exhaustive dis-
cussion of existing problems and proposals would require much more space
and would be beyond our purposes as well. A few sources already exist for
deeper exploring the subject of data mining on trajectory data, including
the book by [45], which contains a chapter on spatio-temporal data mining,
and the book chapter on spatio-temporal clustering by [58].

2.1.2 Local trajectory patterns/behaviors

The mobility data mining literature offers several examples of trajectory pat-
terns that can be discovered from trajectory data. Despite this wide variety,
most proposals actually respect two basic rules: first, a pattern is interesting
(and therefore extracted) only if it is frequent, and therefore it involves (or
appears in) several trajectories; second, a pattern must describe the move-
ment in space of the objects involved, and not only aspatial or highly ab-
stracted spatial features.

While the spatial component of patterns is a rather fixed component,
the temporal one (also intrinsic in trajectory data) can be treated in several
different ways, and we will use this differentiation to better organize the
presentation. Then, while a trajectory pattern always describes a behavior
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that is followed by several moving objects, we can choose whether they
should do so together (i.e., at the same time instants), in different moments
yet with same timings (i.e., there can be a time shift between the moving
objects), or in any way, with no constraints on time.

Using absolute time or Groups that move together. One of the basic
questions that arise when analyzing moving objects trajectories is the fol-
lowing:

Are there groups of objects that move together for some time?

For instance, in the realm of animal monitoring such kind of patterns
would help to identify possible aggregations, such as herds or simple fami-
lies, as well as predator-prey relations. In human mobility, similar patterns
might indicate groups of people moving together on purpose or forced by
external factors, e.g. a traffic jam, where cars are forced to stay close to
each other for a long time period.

Obviously, the larger are the groups and the longer is the period they
stay together, the higher is the likelihood that the observed phenomenon
is significant and not a pure coincidence. For instance, if two members
of a population of zebras under monitoring happen to move close to each
other for a short time, that can be seen as a random encounter. However,
if dozens of zebras are observed together for several hours, we can safely
assume that they form a herd or something is happening that forces them to
keep together.

The simplest form of trajectory pattern in literature that exactly answers
the question posed above is the trajectory flock [104]. The original defini-
tion of flock patterns required that the group of objects meet at a single time
instant and have the same direction of movement. Successive variants in-
troduced the temporal duration constraint starting from [48]. As the name
suggests, a flock is a group of moving objects that satisfy three constraints:

• a spatial proximity constraint: within the whole duration of the flock,
all its members must be located within a disk of radius r – possibly a
different one at each time instant, i.e. the disk moves to follow the
flock;

• a minimum duration constraint: the flock duration must be at least k
time units;

• a frequency constraint: the flock must contain at least m members.
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Figure 2.1: Visual representation of a trajectory flock (left) and sample re-
sult on a real dataset: the left part represents the trajectories involved, the
right part a zoom on the segments that form the flock

Figure 2.1(left) shows an abstract example of flock, where three trajec-
tories meet at some point (at the fifth time unit), keep close to each other for
some time (four consecutive time units) and then separate (ninth time unit).
If, for instance, the constraints chosen by the user are the radius r used in
the figure to draw the circles, a minimum duration of four time units (or
less) and a minimum size of three members, then the common movement
shown in the figure will be recognized as a flock.

Figure 2.1(right) shows an example extracted from a real dataset that
contains GPS tracks of tourists in a recreational park (Dwingelderveld Na-
tional Park, in Netherland). The leftmost section of the figure depicts the
three trajectories that were involved in the flock, while the rightmost one
shows (a zoom with) only the segments of trajectories that create the flock.
As we can see, in this example a flock is a local pattern, both in the sense of
involving only a small subset of trajectories (three, in our case), and in the
sense of describing an interesting yet relatively small segment of the whole
life of the trajectories involved.

The general concepts of moving together or forming a group are imple-
mented by the flocks framework in the simplest way possible: the objects
are required to be very close to each other during all the duration of the
flock. However, a group might appear also under different conditions. One
of these alternatives is to require that at each timestamp the objects form a
cluster – thus borrowing ideas and methods from the clustering literature. A
notable example are moving clusters [55], a form of pattern that at each time
stamp groups objects by means of density-based clustering. Such approach
can be summarized in the following points:

• first, all objects that have a large number of neighbors are labeled as
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core objects; among the remaining objects, those that are neighbors of
core objects are labeled as border objects; the remaining objects are
labeled as noise;

• second, core objects are grouped into clusters in such a way that each
pair of neighboring core objects fall in the same cluster. Essentially,
clusters are computed as transitive closure of the neighbor relation;

• finally, border objects are assigned to the same cluster of their neigh-
boring core objects1, while noise is discarded.

The neighbors of an object are all the objects at a distance not larger than
a threshold r, and the minimum number of neighbors required to make an
object a core object is also a parameter m. Therefore, we can see that a core
object and its neighbors approximately satisfy the closeness requirements of
a flock – more exactly, these where density requirements. The step forward
here is that multiple compact groups can be merged together if they are
adjacent (see the second step), in order to form larger ones. Beside their
sheer size, the groups formed through this process can also have a rela-
tively large extension (therefore not all pairs of objects in the cluster will
be close to each other, because they actually are neighbors of neighbors of
neighbors. . . ) and an arbitrary shape. In several contexts this can be useful,
for instance in analyzing vehicle trajectories, since the road network simply
forces large groups of cars to distribute along the roads (therefore creating a
cluster with snake-like shape) instead of freely agglomerate around a center
(which would instead yield a compact, spherical-shape cluster).

A second, interesting feature that characterizes moving clusters is the
fact that the population of objects involved in the pattern can gradually
change along the time: the only strict requirements are that at each times-
tamp a (spatial dense) cluster exists, and that when moving from a times-
tamp to the consecutive one the population shared by the corresponding
spatial clusters is larger than a given fraction (a parameter of the method).
A simple example of pattern that illustrates this point is shown in Figure 2.2:
at each time slice a dense cluster is found, formed by three objects, and any
pair of consecutive clusters share two over three objects. This way, moving
clusters that last a long time, might even start from a set of objects and end
into a completely different (possibly disjoint) set. In our example, only one
object permanently belongs to the moving cluster. In some sense, the pat-
tern is not strictly related to a population that generates it. The purpose of

1Notice that a border object might have two or more neighboring core objects belonging
to different clusters. In this case one of them is chosen through any arbitrary criterion.
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Figure 2.2: Visual example of a moving cluster over three time units

the pattern becomes to describe phenomena that happen in the population,
not to find a group of individuals that do something peculiar consistently
together.

One element of rigidity that affects both the patterns illustrated so far
is the fact that they describe continuous portions of time. For instance, if
a herd that usually moves compactly gets dispersed for a short time (for
instance due to an attack by predators) and then recovers its compactness,
both flocks and moving clusters will generally result into two different and
disconnected patterns – the before and the after the temporary dispersion.
One possible way to avoid this loss of information consists in allowing in-
terruptions in the patterns, i.e., timestamps where the spatial cohesion of
the group disappears. In the literature we can find a solution of this kind,
known as swarm patterns. Swarms are a general form of patterns that gen-
eralize flocks and moving clusters, since any spatial clustering method can
be applied at the level of single timestamp, and then spatial clusters belong-
ing to different timestamps are linked (in case they share an appropriate
fraction of population) regardless of their temporal distance.

Using relative time. In some contexts, the moving objects we are exam-
ining might act in a similar way, even if they are not together. For instance,
similar daily routines might lead several individuals to drive their car along
the same routes, even if they leave home at very different hours of the day.
Or, tourists that visit a city in different days of the year might actually visit it
in the same way – for instance by visiting the same places in the same order
and spending approximately the same amount of time on them – because
they simply share interests and attitude. This leads to a new category of
questions, which can be well represented by the following:

Are there groups of objects that perform some sequence of movements, with
similar timings though possibly in completely different moments?

Patterns like flocks and moving clusters can provide some answers to
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the question, but usually it is a small set, since it is limited to movements
that happen synchronously among all objects involved. The question posed
above involves a much weaker constraint on the temporal dimension of the
problem, and therefore might allow many more answers. In the following
we will present one example of pattern that goes in this direction and ex-
tracts spatio-temporal behaviors that are followed by several objects, but
allowing any arbitrary time shift between them.

Trajectory patterns (or T-Patterns) [44] are defined as sequences of spa-
tial locations with typical transition times, such as the following two:

Railway Station15min−→ Castle Square2h15min−→ Museum

Railway Station10min−→ Middle Bridge10min−→ Campus

For instance, the first pattern might represent the typical behavior of
tourists that rapidly reach a major attraction from the railway station and
spend there about two hours before getting to the adjacent museum. The
second pattern, instead, might be related to students that reach the univer-
sity campus from the station by passing through the mandatory passage on
the central bridge over the river. A graphical example is also provided in
Figure 2.3(left).

The two key points that characterize trajectory patterns are the follow-
ing: first, they do not specify any particular route among two consecutive
regions described: instead, a typical travel time is specified, which approxi-
mates the (similar) travel time of each individual trajectory represented by
the pattern; second, the individual trajectories aggregated in a pattern need
not to be simultaneous, since the only requirement to join the pattern is to
visit the same sequence of places with similar transition times, even if they
start at different absolute times.

Trajectory patterns are parametric on three main parameters: the set
of spatial regions to be used to form patterns, i.e., the spatial extension of
“Railway Station” and any other place considered relevant for the analysis2;
the minimum support threshold, corresponding to the minimum size of the
population that contributes to form the pattern (the parameter m for flocks);
and a time tolerance threshold τ , that determines the way transition times
are aggregated: transition times that differ less than τ will be considered

2Actually, the algorithmic tool provided in literature to extract trajectory patterns also
contains heuristics to automatically define such regions, but in general the domain expert
might want to do it maually in order to better exploit its knowledge or to better focus the
analysis, or both.
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Figure 2.3: Visual representation of a trajectory pattern (left) and sample
result on a real dataset (right)

compatible, and therefore can be joined to form a common typical transition
time.

Figure 2.3(right) depicts an example of trajectory pattern on vehicle data
describing the movements of a fleet of trucks. The pattern shows that there
exists a consistent flow of vehicles from region A to region B, and then back
to region C, close to the origin. Also, the time taken to move from region A
to region B (t1 in the figure) is around ten times larger then the transition
time from B to C. That might suggest, for instance, that the first part of
the pattern describes a set of deliveries performed by the trucks, while the
second part describes the fast return to the base.

Not using time. In many cases it is interesting to understand if there are
typical routes followed by significant portions of the population, i.e.:

Are there groups of objects that perform a common route (or segment of
route), regardless of when and how fast they move?

That means, for instance, that we are interested in what path an individ-
ual follows, but not the hour of the day he/she does it, nor the transportation
means adopted: cars, bicycles, pedestrians and people on the bus might fol-
low the same path yet at very different speeds, resulting in different relative
times. Also notice that we are interested here in routes that might be just a
small part of a longer trip of the individual.

The mobility data mining literature provides a few definitions of pat-
terns that can answer to the question given above. In particular, we will
briefly summarize one of the earliest proposals appeared, at that time named
generically as spatio-temporal sequential pattern [26] (in contrast, the trend
in recent times is to assign elaborate and sonorous names to any new form
of pattern or model).
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Figure 2.4: Visual representation of a spatio-temporal sequential pattern

The basic idea, also depicted in Figure 2.4, consists of two steps3: first,
segments of trajectories are grouped based on their distance and direction,
in such a way that each group is well described by a single representative
segment (see the two thick segments in the figure); second, consecutive
segments are joined to form the pattern. Frequent sequences are then out-
putted as sequences of rectangles such that their width quantifies the aver-
age distance between each segment and the points in the trajectory it covers.
Figure 2.4 depicts a simple pattern of this kind, formed of two segments and
corresponding rectangles. In particular, it is possible to see how the second
part of the pattern is tighter than the first one, i.e., the trajectory segments
it represents are more compact.

2.1.3 Global trajectory models

A common need in data analysis at large is to understand which are the
laws and rules that drive the behavior of the objects under monitoring.
In the context of mobility data mining we refer to such laws and rules as
(global) trajectory models, and in this area we can recognize three impor-
tant representative classes of problems: dividing trajectories into homoge-
neous groups; learning rules to label any arbitrary trajectory with some tag,
to be chosen among a set of predefined classes; predicting where an ar-
bitrary trajectory will move next. In the following we will introduce and
discuss each of them.

Trajectory clustering. In data mining, clustering is defined as the task
of creating groups of objects that are similar to each other, while keeping
separated those that are much different. In most cases, the final result of
clustering is a partitioning of the input objects into groups, called clusters,

3The original proposal of this pattern considers a single, long input trajectory. However,
the same concepts can be easily extended to multiple trajectories.
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which means that all objects are assigned to a cluster, and clusters are mu-
tually disjoint. However, exceptions to this general definition exists and are
relatively common.

While the data mining literature is extremely rich of clustering methods
for simple data types, such as numerical vectors or tuples of a relational
database, moving to the realm of trajectory makes it difficult to directly
apply them. The problem is, trajectories are complex objects, and many
traditional clustering methods are tightly bound to the simple and standard
data type they were developed for. In most cases, to use them we need to
adapt the existing methods or even to re-implement their basic ideas in a
completely new, trajectory-oriented way. We will see next some solutions
that try to reuse as much as possible existing methods and frameworks;
then, we will discuss a few clustering methods that were tailored around
trajectory data since the beginning.

Generic methods with trajectory distances. Several clustering methods
in the data mining literature are actually clustering schemata that can be
applied to any data type, provided that a notion of similarity or distance
between objects is given. For this reason, they are commonly referred to as
distance-based methods. The key point is that such methods do not look at
the inner structure of data, and simply try to create groups that exhibit small
distances between its members. All the knowledge about the structure of the
data and their semantics is encapsulated in the distance function provided,
which summarizes this knowledge through single numerical values – the
distances between pairs of objects [80]; the algorithm itself, then, combines
such summaries to form groups by following some specific strategy.

To give an idea of the range of alternative clustering schemata available
in literature, we mentioned three very common ones: k-means, hierarchical
clustering, density-based clustering [100].

K-means tries to partition all input objects into k clusters, where k is a
parameter given by the user. The method starts from a random partitioning
and then performs several iterations to progressively refine it. During an
iteration, k-means first computes a centroid for each cluster, i.e., a represen-
tative object that lies in the perfect center of the cluster4), then re-assigns
each object to the centroid that is closest to it. Such iterative process stops
when convergence (perfect or approximate) is reached.

4Notice that such object is a new one, computed from those in the cluster. Therefore,
some level of understanding of the data structure is needed, here. When that is not possible,
usually a variant is applied, called k-medoid that selects the most central object of the cluster
as representative.
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Hierarchical clustering methods try to organize objects in a multilevel
structure of clusters and sub-clusters. The idea is that under tight proximity
requirements, several small and specific clusters might be obtained, while
loosening the requirements some clusters might be merged together into
larger and more general ones. For instance, agglomerative methods start
from a set of extremely small clusters – one singleton for each input object –
and iteratively selects and merge together the pair of clusters that are most
similar. At each iteration, then, the number of clusters decreases of one unit,
and the process ends when only one huge cluster is obtained, containing all
objects. The final output will be a data structure called dendogram, repre-
sented as a tree where each singleton cluster is a leaf, and each cluster is
a node having as children the two sub-clusters that originated it through
merging.

Finally, density-based clustering, as already introduced in Section 2.1.2,
is aimed to form maximal, crowded (i.e., dense) groups of objects, thus
not limiting the cluster extension or its shape and, in some cases, putting
together also couples of very dissimilar objects.

How to choose the appropriate clustering method? While no strict rule
can exist, a general hint consists in paying attention to some basic character-
istics of the data and the expected characteristics of the output. For instance,
if we expect that our data should form compact clusters of spherical shapes
(i.e., they should agglomerate around some centers of attractions), then k-
means is a good candidate, especially if the dataset is large – k-means is
known to be very efficient. However, the user should know the number
k of clusters to be found in the data, or at least some reasonable guess.
That can be avoided with hierarchical, agglomerative algorithms, since the
dendograms they produce synthesize the results that can be obtained for
all possible values of k, from 1 to N (the number of input objects). The
choice of the most appealing k can be postponed after the computation, and
be supported by an examination of the dendogram. However, hierarchical
clustering is usually expensive (efficient variants exist, yet introducing other
factors to be evaluated), so it is not a good option with large datasets. Fi-
nally, density-based methods apparently does not suffer of any of the issues
mentioned above, and is also more robust to noisy data, yet the resulting
clusters will usually have an arbitrary shape and size – a feature that might
be unacceptable in some contexts, and extremely useful in others.

Depending on the analysis task that the user wants to perform, once the
clustering schema to be adopted has been selected, he/she needs to choose
the most appropriate similarity function, i.e., the numerical measure that
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quantifies how much two trajectories look similar. The range of possible
choices is virtually unlimited. The examples that can be found in the lit-
erature include the following, approximately sorted in increasing order of
complexity:

• spatial starts, ends, or both: two trajectories are compared based only
on their starting points (the origin of the trip), or the ending point
(the final destination of the trip), or a combination of them. The dis-
tance between the trajectories, then, reduces to the spatial distance
between two points. When both starts and ends are considered, the
sum or average of their respective distances is computed. The output
of a clustering based on these distances will generally put together
trajectories that start or end in similar places, regardless of when they
do start/end and what happens in the rest of the trajectory;

• spatial route: in this case, the spatial shape of the trajectory is consid-
ered, and two trajectories that follow a similar path (though possibly
at different times and with different speeds) from start to end, will
result in a low distance.

• spatio-temporal route: in this case, also the time is considered, there-
fore two trajectories will be similar when they approximately move
together throughout their life.

Obviously, the selection of the clustering schema and the selection of the
distance function might also be performed in the opposite order. Indeed, in
some cases the choice of the distance to adopt is relatively easy or even en-
forced by the specific application, in which case the selection of the distance
is performed first.

trajectory-oriented clustering methods. A complementary approach to
clustering, as opposed to the distance-based solutions described so far, con-
sists in algorithms that try to better exploit the nature and inner structure
of trajectory data. From a technical point of view, that usually translates to
deeply re-adapt some existing solution in order to accommodate the char-
acteristics of trajectory data.

One important family of solutions makes use of standard probabilistic
modeling tools. A very early example was provided by mixture models-based
clustering of trajectories [41]. The basic idea is not dissimilar from k-means:
we assume that the data actually forms a set of k groups, and each group can
be summarized by means of a representative object. The difference is that
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now the representative is a probability distribution of trajectories that fits
well with the trajectories in its cluster. The key point in this approach, obvi-
ously, is exactly how a probability distribution of trajectories can be defined
(and fitted on a dataset). In short, the solution adopted computes a cen-
tral representative trajectory plus a random Gaussian noise around it. The
closeness of a trajectory from the cluster center, then, is simply computed
as its likelihood, i.e., the probability that it was generated from the central
trajectory adding some Gaussian noise. Another well-known statistical tool
often adopted when dealing with trajectories are Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs). The basic approach, here, consists in modeling a trajectory as a
sequence of transitions between spatial areas [70]. Then, a cluster of tra-
jectories is modeled by means of a Markov model (i.e. the set of transition
probabilities between all possible pairs of regions) that better fits the trajec-
tories. Moreover, the precise position that a trajectory is expected to occupy
within each spatial region is also modeled through a probability distribu-
tion. The clustering problem, then, consists in finding a set of HMMs (the
clusters), such that each of them fits well with a subset of the trajectories.

Other examples of trajectory-oriented clustering methods can arise by
adding novel dimensions to the clustering problem. For instance, in the
literature it was investigated the problem of finding clusters by means of
a distance-based clustering method (a distance-based one, more exactly,
though a similar process might be easily replicated for other approaches)
when it is not known in advance the time interval to consider for clustering.
For instance, we might expect that rush hours in urban traffic data exhibit
cluster structures that are better defined than what happens in random pe-
riods of the day. The problem, then, becomes to find both the optimal time
interval (rush hours were just a guess to be confirmed) and the correspond-
ing optimal cluster structure. The solution proposed, named time-focused
trajectory clustering [72], adopts a trajectory distance computed as the av-
erage spatial distance between the trajectories within a given time interval,
which is a parameter of the distance. Then, for each time interval T , the al-
gorithm can be run focusing on the trajectory segments laying within T . The
quality of the resulting clusters is evaluated in terms of their density, and an
heuristics is provided to explore only a reasonable subset of the possible val-
ues of T . A sample result of the process is given in Figure 2.5, that depicts
a set of trajectories forming three clusters (plus some noise) and shows the
optimal time interval (that where the clusters are clearest) as dark trajectory
segments.

Trajectory classification. Clustering is also known as unsupervised clas-
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Figure 2.5: Three-dimensional depiction of sample result obtained with
time-focused trajectory clustering on a dataset of synthetic trajectories.

sification, since the objective is to find a way to put objects into groups
without any prior knowledge of which groups might exist, and what their
objects look like. In several contexts such knowledge is available, more ex-
actly in the form of a set of predefined classes and a set of objects that are
already labeled with the class they belong to – the so called training set.
The problem, here, becomes to find rules to classify new objects in a way
that is coherent with the prior knowledge, i.e. they fit well with the training
set. For instance, we might have access to a set of vehicle trajectories that
were manually labeled with the vehicle type (car, truck, motorbike), and we
would like to find a way to automatically label an other, much larger set of
new trajectories.

The simplest solution to the problem is the so called k-nearest neighbors
(kNN) approach: instead of inferring any classification rule, it directly com-
pares each new trajectory t against the training set, and finds the k labeled
trajectories that are closest to t. The most popular label among the neigh-
bors is then assigned also to t. The assumption is that the more similar are
two trajectories, the more likely they belong to the same class. Obviously,
everything revolves around a proper choice for the similarity measure ap-
plied, which should be as much coherent as possible with the classification
problem at hand. As an example, we can expect that a similarity function
which takes into consideration the acceleration of objects will recognize well
the vehicle type – the lighter the vehicle, the easier is to reach high acceler-
ations. On the contrary, a measure based only on the places visited might
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perform worse.
The same idea is also applied in several sampling-based solutions to the

clustering problem: when the dataset is too large to process, one approach
consists in randomly sampling a small subset of trajectories, and computing
clusters on them. Then, all others trajectories are assigned to the cluster
(i.e., classified) with a kNN approach or by comparing them against the
centroid of each cluster.

Approaching the problem from a different viewpoint, each class involved
in the classification problem could be modeled through a probabilistic model
that is fitted to the available trajectories in the class. Then, each new tra-
jectory can be assigned to the class whose model most likely generated it.
Similarly to what we have seen with clustering, hidden Markov models are
a common choice to do it. As compared to clustering, the problem is now
simplified, since the association trajectories ↔ classes is known apriori. Be-
hind the probabilistic framework they operate in, HMMs essentially aggre-
gate trajectories based on their overall shape, again assuming that similar
trajectories have better chances of belonging to the same class.

The final way to classify trajectories we will see, is based on a traditional
two-steps approach: first extract a set of discriminative features by a pre-
liminary analysis of the trajectories; then, use such features – that can be
expressed as a database tuple or a vector – to train any existent standard
classification model for vector/relational data.

The first step requires to understand which characteristics of the trajec-
tories appear to better predict which class each trajectory belongs to. One
straightforward approach might consist in calculating a predefined set of
measures expected to be informative enough for the task. For instance,
aggregates such as average speed of the trajectory, its length, duration, av-
erage acceleration and diameter of the covered region might be used. Other,
more sophisticated, solutions might instead try to extract finer aspects of the
movement, tuned to calculate only the most useful ones. A proposal of this
kind can be find in literature with the name TraClass [66], which heavily
relies on a trajectory clustering step.

TraClass is based on a fundamental observation: in several (if not most)
cases, the features that best discriminate trajectory classes are related to
a small part of the overall trajectory. All approaches mentioned so far, on
the contrary, uniquely consider overall characteristics – that includes HMM-
based solutions, since each model must fit whole trajectories. Single, short-
duration events hidden in the long life of a trajectory might then be lost in
the process. TraClass tries to fill in the gap by extracting a set of trajectory
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behaviors (which, we recall, look for local behaviors rather than overall
descriptions of full trajectories). The basic tool adopted is trajectory seg-
mentation and the clustering of such segments to form movement patterns.

TraClass works at two levels: regions and trajectory segments. At the
first one, it extracts higher-level features based on the regions of space that
trajectories visited, without using movement patterns; at the second one,
lower-level trajectory-based features are computed, using movement pat-
terns. The extraction phase is made more effective by evaluating the dis-
criminative power of the regions and patterns under construction. For in-
stance, a frequent movement that is performed by trajectories of all classes
will be not useful for classification (knowing that a trajectory contains such
pattern does not help in guessing the right class to associate to it); on the
contrary, a slightly less frequent pattern that is mostly followed by trajecto-
ries of a single class is a very promising feature. In the proposed framework,
trajectory partitioning makes discriminative parts of trajectories identifiable,
and the two types of patterns collaborate to better characterize trajectories.

Once a vector of features has been computed for each trajectory, we can
choose any generic, vector-based classification algorithm. One representa-
tive (and easy to grasp) example are decision trees. The resulting classifica-
tion model has the structure of a tree, whose internal nodes represent tests
on the features of the object to classify, and the leaves indicate the class
to associate to the objects. Figure 2.6 shows a fictitious example based on
TraClass features, with two classes: positive (P) and negative (N). When a
new trajectory needs to be classified, the test on the root (the top circle)
is performed on it. In the example, if the trajectory actually visits region
A, then we move to the left child of the root and continue the evaluation
from there, otherwise we move to the right child. In the first case, we have
now to test whether the trajectory follows pattern X: in case of positive an-
swer, the trajectory is labeled with “class P”, otherwise with “class N”. The
classification process proceeds in a similar way when different outcomes are
obtained, always starting from the root and descending through a path till
a leaf is reached, which provides the label prediction. Another way to read
a decision tree is as a set of decision rules, one for each path from root to
leaf, such as “If (Visit region A) AND (Follow patter X) THEN Class P”.

Trajectory location prediction. Trajectory classification can be seen as
the problem of predicting a categorical variable related to a trajectory. How-
ever, prediction is most naturally related to the temporal evolution of vari-
ables. Since the basic aspect of objects in the context of trajectory is their
location, predicting their future position appears to be a problem of primary
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Figure 2.6: Sample decision tree on regions and patterns.

interest.
The modeling tools that are able to model the sequential evolution of the

objects they describe, are good candidates for a predictive usage. Indeed,
once a trajectory has been associated to the most likely model (for instance
by choosing one of the k HMMs combined in a mixture-model, as described
for the clustering problem), such model can be run to simulate the most
likely next steps. In most cases we can apply the same remarks discussed
earlier in this section for classification: if the model is based on an overall
summary of the behavior of a set of trajectories, most likely it will not be able
to capture local events, even though their appearance is highly correlated
with a future behavior – in our case, the next location.

In literature it can be found an approach called WhereNext [71], that
works in a way not too dissimilar from the one followed by TraClass for the
classification problem. WhereNext acts in three main steps:

• first, a set of local patterns is extracted from data, to be used as concise
representations of interesting behaviors of moving objects;

• second, the local patterns extracted in the previous step are combined
together, to form a so called Prediction tree;

• finally, the global model is used to predict the future location of a
moving object, by means of an ad hoc concept of distance to find the
best matching pattern and to predict the next movement location.
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Figure 2.7: Sample Prediction tree produced by WhereNext.

The patterns used to model relevant behaviors are trajectory patterns,
already presented in Section 2.1.2. Therefore, they are expressed as se-
quences of regions, plus temporal information in terms of time of transition
between each consecutive pair of regions. Such patterns are combined into
a tree structure similar to a prefix-tree: the root of the tree is a dummy node,
whose children are all regions that appear as starting point of some pattern.
Then, successive children of the tree are built by adding consecutive regions
in each pattern, labeling the edge that connects two regions with the cor-
responding transition times found in the original trajectory patters. Each
root-to-node path corresponds to a trajectory pattern, and root-to-leaf paths
correspond to maximal patterns. Figure 2.7 shows a sample prediction tree,
condensing 12 patterns, 7 of which are maximal.

When a new trajectory is presented, its most recent segment is com-
pared against the regions represented in the tree, looking for the best match
among the root-to-node paths. For instance, Figure 2.7 depicts the case
where the last part of the trajectory visits region A followed by region B af-
ter a delay between 9 and 15 time units. The match is depicted by the red
sequence. Then, the model finds that the matched sequence is a prefix of
a longer pattern, and so it suggests as likely continuation region E (marked
in green in the figure), to be reached after a delay between 10 and 56 time
units.

WhereNext has a few characteristic features that distinguish it from most
alternative approaches: first, the next location prediction is equipped also
with a temporal delay; second, if no good match is found between new tra-
jectories and prediction tree, no prediction is provided, while most standard
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approaches always output a suggestion, even if it has an extremely low con-
fidence; finally, the location prediction occurs in terms of regions and not
single spatial points, although the center of the region can be returned if a
single point is required by the specific application.

2.1.4 Visual Analytics of movement

Visual analytics develops knowledge, methods, and technologies that ex-
ploit and combine the strengths of human and electronic data processing
[57]. Technically, visual analytics combines interactive visual techniques
with algorithms for computational data analysis. The key role of the vi-
sual techniques is to enable and promote human understanding of the data
and human reasoning about the data, which are necessary, in particular, for
choosing appropriate computational methods and steering their work. Vi-
sual analytics approaches are applied to data and problems for which there
are (yet) no purely automatic methods. By enabling human understanding,
reasoning, and use of prior knowledge and experiences, visual analytics can
help the analyst to find suitable ways for data analysis and problem solving,
which, possibly, can later be fully or partly automated. In this way, visual an-
alytics can drive the development and adaptation of computational analysis
and learning algorithms.

Visualization is particularly essential for analyzing phenomena and pro-
cesses unfolding in geographical space. Since the heterogeneity of the space
and the variety of properties and relationships occurring in it cannot be ade-
quately represented for fully automatic processing, exploration and analysis
of geospatial data and the derivation of knowledge from it needs to rely
upon the human analysts sense of the space and place, tacit knowledge of
their inherent properties and relationships, and space/place-related experi-
ences. This applies, among others, to movement data [8].

To support understanding and analysis of movement, visual analytics re-
searchers leverage the legacy of cartography, with its established techniques
for representing movements of tribes, armies, explorers, hurricanes, etc.
[63], time geography (a branch of human geography), with its revolution-
ary idea of considering space and time as dimensions of a unified continuum
(space-time cube) and representation of behaviours of individuals as paths
in this continuum [52], information visualization, with its techniques for
user-display interaction supporting exploratory data analysis, and geovisu-
alization, with its interactive maps and associated methods enabling explo-
ration of spatial information. This section gives a glimpse of the variety
of the existing visual analytics methods for analyzing movement data. We
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group the methods into four categories according to the analysis focus:

1. Looking at trajectories: The focus is on trajectories of moving objects
considered as wholes. The methods support exploration of the spatial
and temporal properties of individual trajectories and comparison of
several or multiple trajectories.

2. Looking inside trajectories: The focus is on variation of movement
characteristics along trajectories. Trajectories are considered at the
level of segments and points. The methods support detecting and
locating segments with particular movement characteristics and se-
quences of segments representing particular local patterns of individ-
ual movement.

3. Birds-eye view on movement: The focus is on the distribution of mul-
tiple movements in space and time. Individual movements are not of
interest; generalization and aggregation are used to uncover overall
spatio-temporal patterns.

4. Investigating movement in context: The focus is on relations and in-
teractions between moving objects and the environment (context) in
which they move, including various kinds of spatial, temporal, and
spatio-temporal objects and phenomena. Movement data are analyzed
together with other data describing the context. Computational tech-
niques are used to detect occurrences of specific kinds of relations or
interactions and visual methods support overall and detailed explo-
ration of these occurrences.

We demonstrate the capabilities of the visual analytics by examples using
a dataset consisting of GPS tracks of 17,241 cars collected during one week
in Milan (Italy). The data were provided by Comune di Milano (Municipality
of Milan).

Looking at trajectories

In this section, we consider, first, the techniques for visual representation of
trajectories and interaction with the representations, second, the use of clus-
tering methods for comparative studies of multiple trajectories, and, third,
the time transformations supporting exploration of temporal properties of
trajectories and comparison of dynamic properties of multiple trajectories.
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Visualizing Trajectories The most common types of display for the visu-
alization of movements of discrete entities are static and animated maps
[103, 15] and interactive space-time cube (STC) [64, 61, 56] with linear
symbols representing trajectories. When multiple trajectories are shown,
the displays may suffer from visual clutter and occlusions. The drawback of
STC, besides occlusion, is distortion of both space and time due to projec-
tion. It is also quite limited with respect to the length of the time interval
that can be effectively explored. To compensate for these limitations, map
and STC displays are often complemented with other types of graphs and
diagrams. Common interaction techniques facilitating visual exploration of
trajectories and related data include manipulations of the view (zooming,
shifting, rotation, changing the visibility and rendering order of different
information layers, changing opacity levels, etc.), manipulations of the data
representation (selection of attributes to represent and visual en- coding
of their values, e.g. by colouring or line thickness), manipulations of the
content (selection or filtering of the objects that will be shown), and inter-
actions with display elements (e.g. access to detailed information by mouse
pointing, highlighting, selection of objects to explore in other views, etc.).
Multiple co-existing displays are visually linked by using consistent visual
encodings (e.g. same colours) and exhibit coordinated behaviours by simul-
taneous consistent reaction to various user interactions [50].

Figure 2.1.4 gives examples of map and STC displays and demonstrates
some basic interaction techniques. The map in Figure 2.1.4A shows a subset
of the Milan dataset consisting of 8206 trajectories that began on Wednes-
day, 4th of April 2007. To make the map legible, the trajectory lines are
drawn with only 5% opacity. A temporal filter, as in Figure 2.1.4C, can be
used to limit the map view to showing only the positions and movements
within a selected time interval. Thus, the display state in Figure 1.1B corre-
sponds to the 30-minutes time interval from 06:30 till 07:00. The time filter
can also be used for map animation: the limiting time interval is moved (au-
tomatically or interactively) forward or backward in time making the map
and other displays dynamically update their content according to the cur-
rent start and end of the interval. Figure 2.1.4B also demonstrates the access
to various attributes associated with a trajectory, such as start and end time,
number of positions, length, duration, etc. When the mouse cursor points
on a trajectory line, the attributes of this trajectory are shown in a pop-up
window as well as the time when the car was in the position at the cursor.
Figure 2.1.4D demonstrates the space-time cube (STC) display where two
dimensions represent the space and the third dimension time. The time axis
is oriented from the bottom of the cube, where the base map is shown, to
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the top. When all trajectories are included in the STC, the view is illegible
due to overplotting. In our example, the STC shows 63 trajectories selected
by means of a spatial filter (Figure 2.1.4E). For the filter, we have outlined
on the map two areas on the northwest and southeast of the city and set
the filter so that only the trajectories that visited both areas in the given
order are visible. There are also many other interactive techniques for data
querying and filtering, e.g., the ones suggested by [20] and [50].

Figure 2.8: A: 8206 trajectories of cars are shown on a map as lines drawn
with 5% opacity. B: The map shows only positions and movements from a
30-minutes time interval selected by means of a temporal filter (C). D: A
space-time cube (STC) shows a subset of trajectories selected by means of a
spatial filter (E).
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Clustering of trajectories Clustering is a popular technique used in vi-
sual analytics for handling large amounts of data. Clustering should not
be considered as a standalone analysis method whose outcomes can be im-
mediately used for whatever purposes. An essential part of the analysis is
interpretation of the clusters by a human analyst; only in this way they ac-
quire meaning and value. To enable the interpretation, the results of cluster-
ing need to be appropriately presented to the analyst. Visual and interactive
techniques play here a key role. Visual analytics usually does not invent new
clustering methods but wraps existing ones in interactive visual inter- faces
supporting not only inspection and interpretation but often also interactive
refinement of clustering results [12, 90].

A reasonable approach is to give the analyst a set of relatively simple dis-
tance functions dealing with different properties of trajectories and provide
the possibility to combine them in the process of analysis. The simplest and
most intuitive way is to do the analysis in a sequence of steps. In each step,
clustering with a single distance function is applied either to the whole set
of trajectories or to one or more of the clusters obtained in the preceding
steps. If the purpose and work principle of each distance function is clear to
the analyst, the clusters obtained in each step are easy to interpret by track-
ing the history of their derivation. Step by step, the analyst progressively
refines his/her understanding of the data. New analytical questions arise as
an outcome of the previous analysis and determine the further steps. The
whole process is called progressive clustering [90].

The procedure of progressive clustering is illustrated in Figure 2.1.4. The
first image (A) shows the result of clustering of the same subset of the car
trajectories as in Figure 1 using the distance function common destinations,
which compares the spatial positions of the ends of trajectories. From the
8206 trajectories, 4385 have been grouped into 80 density-based clusters
and 3821 treated as noise. Figure 1.2B shows the clusters without the noise.
We have selected the biggest cluster consisting of 590 trajectories that end
on the northwest (Figure 2.1.4C) and applied clustering with the distance
function route similarity to it. This distance function compares the routes
followed by the moving objects. Figure 1.2D presents the 18 clusters we
have obtained; the noise consisting of 171 trajectories is hidden. The largest
cluster (in red) consists of 116 trajectories going from the city centre and the
next largest cluster (in orange) consists of 104 trajectories going from the
northeast along the northern motorway. The orange cluster and the yellow
cluster (68 trajectories) going from the southeast along the motorway on
the south and west are, evidently, trajectories of transit cars. The clusters
by route similarity are also shown in the STC in Figure 2.1.4E. This display
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Figure 2.9: Interactive progressive clustering of trajectories. A: The car
trajectories have been clustered according to the destinations. B: The noise
is hidden. C: One of the clusters is selected. C: Clustering by route similarity
has been applied to the selected cluster; the noise is hidden. D: The clusters
by route similarity are shown in an STC.
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involves time transformation, which is discussed in the next subsection.

Transforming times in trajectories Comparison of dynamic properties of
trajectories using STC, time graph, or other temporal displays is difficult
when the trajectories are distant in time, because their representations are
located far from each other in a display. This problem can be solved or
alleviated by transforming times in trajectories [7]. Two classes of time
transformations are possible:

1. Transformations based on temporal cycles. Depending on the data and
application, trajectories can be projected in time onto a single year
season month week day etc. This allows the user to uncover and
study movement patterns related to temporal cycles, e.g., find typical
routes taken in the morning and see their differences from the routes
taken in the evening.

2. Transformations with respect to the individual lifelines of trajectories.
Trajectories can be shifted in time to a common start time or a common
end time. This facilitates the comparison of dynamic properties of the
trajectories (particularly, spatially similar trajectories), for example,
the dynamics of the speed. Aligning both the start and end times
supports comparison of internal dynamics in trajectories irrespective
of the average movement speed.

An example of time-transformed trajectories is shown in Figure 2.1.4E.
The STC shows the route-based clusters of car trajectories ending on the
northwest. The times in the trajectories have been transformed so that all
trajectories have a common end time. This allows us to see that, although
the routes within each cluster are similar, the dynamics of the movement
may differ greatly. The speeds can be judged from the slopes of the lines.
Fast movement is manifested by slightly inclined lines (which means more
distance travelled in less time) while steep lines signify slow movement.
Vertical line segments mean staying in the same place. In the STC in Fig-
ure 2.1.4 we can very clearly observe the movement dynamics in the red
cluster: the cars moved slowly while being in the city centre but could move
fast after reaching the diagonal motorway. The orange cluster is divided in
two parts. One part consists of nearly straight slightly tilted lines indicating
uniformly high speed along the whole route. The other part consists of tra-
jectories with steep segments at the beginning. This means that there were
times when the movement in the eastern part of the northern motorway was
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obstructed and the cars could not reach high speed. We can interactively se-
lect the trajectories with the steep segments and find out the times of the
obstructed traffic: from about 06 till 13 oclock; the most difficult situation
was after 10:30. Making such observations could be hardly possible with
the trajectories positioned in the STC according to their original times.

Looking inside trajectories: attributes, events, and patterns

The methods described in the previous section deal with trajectories as
wholes, i.e., treat them as atomic objects. Here we consider the methods
operating on the level of points and segments of trajectories. They visual-
ize and analyze the variation of movement characteristics (speed, direction,
etc.) and other dynamic attributes associated with trajectory positions or
segments. The most obvious way to visualize position-related attributes is
by dividing the lines or bands representing trajectories on a map or in a
3D display into segments and varying the appearance of these segments.
Attribute values are usually represented by colouring or shading of the seg-
ments [62, 50, 99].

Position-related dynamic attributes can also be visualized in separate
temporal displays such as time graph or time bars display. An example of
a time bars display is given in Figure 2.1.4A. The horizontal axis represents
time. Each trajectory is represented by a horizontal bar such that its hori-
zontal position and length correspond to the start time and duration of the
trajectory. Note that temporal zooming has been applied: a selected interval
from 06:30 till 12:00 is stretched to the full available width. The vertical
dimension is used to arrange the bars, which can be sorted based on one
or more attributes of the trajectories (start time in our example). Colour-
ing of bar segments encodes values of some user-selected dynamic attribute
associated with the positions in the trajectories. This may be an existing
(measured) attribute or an attribute derived from the position records, i.e.,
coordinates and times. Examples of such derivable attributes are speed, ac-
celeration, direction, etc. To represent attribute values by colours, the value
range is divided into intervals and each interval is assigned a distinct colour
or shade. In Figure 2.1.4A, shades of red and green represent speed values;
red is used for low speeds and green for high. The legend on the left explains
the colour coding. Interactive linking between displays allows the user to
relate attribute values to the spatial context: when the mouse cursor points
on some element within the time bars display, the corresponding spatial po-
sition is marked in the map by crossing horizontal and vertical lines and
the trajectory containing it is highlighted (Figure 2.1.4B). In this example
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Figure 2.10: A: A time bars display shows the speeds by colour-coding.
Mouse-pointing highlights the trajectory and marks the pointed position in
a map (B). C: Trajectory segments are filtered according to the speed val-
ues. D: Only the segments satisfying the filter are visible on the map. E:
Low speed events have been extracted from the trajectories according to the
segment filter. F: Density-based spatio-temporal clusters of the low speed
events are shown in a space-time cube. G: A scatterplot shows the times
(horizontal dimension) and movement directions (vertical dimension) of
the low speed events.
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we see that the car whose trajectory is highlighted moved at 06:54 on the
northeast with the speed 1.2km/h. The use of this kind of dynamic link is
limited to exploration of one or a few particular trajectories. To investigate
position-related dynamic at- tributes in a large number of trajectories, the
analyst can apply filtering of trajectory segments according to attribute val-
ues. Figure 2.1.4(C-D) illustrates how such filtering can be done in a highly
interactive way. The colour legend on the left of the time bars display is si-
multaneously a filtering device: the user can switch off and on the visibility
of any value interval by clicking on the corresponding coloured rectangle
in the legend. In Figure 2.1.4C, the user has switched off all intervals ex-
cept for that with the speeds from 0 to 5km/h. As a result, the trajectory
segments with the speed values higher than 5km/h have been hidden. The
filter affects not only the time bars display but also the map (Figure 2.1.4D).
It is possible to combine several segment filters based on values of different
attributes. The points satisfying filter conditions can be extracted from the
trajectories into a separate dataset (information layer) consisting of spatial
events, i.e., objects located in space and time. This dataset can be visualized
and analyzed independently from the original trajectories or in combina-
tion with them. In Figure 1.3E, the yellow circles represent 19339 spatial
events constructed from the points of the car trajectories where the speeds
did not exceed 5km/h. The filtering of the trajectory segments has been
cancelled so that the whole trajectory lines are again visible. As could be
expected, there are many low speed events in the centre of the city. How-
ever, there are also visible concentrations of such events in many places on
the motorways and their entrances/exits. These events are very probable
to have occurred due to traffic congestions. To investigate when and where
traffic congestions occurred, we apply density-based clustering to the set
of extracted events in order to find spatio-temporal clusters of low speed
events. We look for dense spatio-temporal clusters because standalone low
speed events may be unrelated to traffic jams. The distance function we
use is spatio-temporal distance between events. The STC in Figure 2.1.4F
displays the clusters we have obtained; the noise (15554 events) is hidden.
The clusters are coloured according to the geographical positions. We see a
vertically extended cluster in light green on the east of the city. More pre-
cisely, it is located at the Linate airport. Most probably, the reason for these
low speed events is not traffic congestions but car parking or disembark-
ing/embarking of passengers. The clusters in the other locations are more
probable to be related to traffic jams. Some clusters on the northwest (blue)
and north- east (cyan) are quite extended spatially, which means that the
traffic was obstructed on long parts of the roads. The existence times of the
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clusters can be more conveniently seen in a two-dimensional display like
the scatterplot in Figure 2.1.4G, where the times of the events (horizontal
axis) are plotted against the movement directions. It is possible to select
the clusters one by one and see when they occurred and in which direction
the cars were moving. For instance, two large clusters of slow movement
westwards occurred on the far northeast in the time intervals 05:38-06:50
and 10:20-12:44.

Bird’s-eye on movement

Generalization and aggregation enables an overall view of the spatial and
temporal distribution of multiple movements, which is hard to gain from
displays showing individual trajectories. Besides, aggregation is helpful in
dealing with large amounts of data. There are two major groups of analysis
tasks supported by aggregation:

• Investigation of the presence of moving objects in different locations
in space and the temporal variation of the presence.

• Investigation of the flows (aggregate movements) of moving objects
between spatial locations and the temporal variation of the flows.

Analyzing presence and density Presence of moving objects in a loca-
tion during some time interval can be characterized in terms of the count
of different objects that visited the location, the count of the visits (some
objects might visit the location more than once), and the total time spent in
the location. Besides, statistics of various attributes describing the objects,
their movements, or their activities in the location may be of interest. To
obtain these measures, movement data are aggregated spatially into con-
tinuous density surfaces [30, 107] or discrete grids [38, 6]. Density fields
are visualized on a map using colour coding and/or shading by means of
an illumination model (Figure 2.1.4A). Density fields can be built using ker-
nels with different radii and combined in one map to expose simultaneously
large-scale patterns and fine features, as demonstrated in Figure 2.1.4A.

An example of spatial aggregation using a discrete grid is given in Figure
1.4B. The irregular grid has been built according to the spatial distribution
of points from the car trajectories. The darkness of the shading of the grid
cells is proportional to the total number of visits. Additionally, each cell
contains a circle with the area proportional to the median duration of a
visit. It can be observed that the median duration of staying in the cells with
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dense traffic (dark shading) is mostly low. Longer times are spent in the cells
in the city centre and especially at the Linate airport on the east. There are
also places around the city where the traffic intensity is low while the visit
durations are high. To investigate the temporal variation of object presence
and related attributes across the space, spatial aggregation is combined with
temporal aggregation, which can also be continuous or discrete. The idea of
spatial density can be extended to spatio-temporal density [29]: movement
data can be aggregated into density volumes in three-dimensional space-
time continuum, which can be represented in an STC.

For discrete temporal aggregation, time is divided into intervals. De-
pending on the application and analysis goals, the analyst may consider
time as a line (i.e. linearly ordered set of moments) or as a cycle, e.g., daily,
weekly, or yearly. Accordingly, the time intervals for the aggregation are
defined on the line or within the chosen cycle. The combination of discrete
temporal aggregation with continuous spatial aggregation gives a sequence
of density surfaces, one per time interval, which can be visualized by ani-
mated density maps. It is also possible to compute differences between two
surfaces and visualize them on a map, to see changes occurring over time
(this technique is known as change map).

The combination of discrete temporal aggregation with discrete spatial
aggregation produces one or more aggregate attribute values for each com-
bination of space compartment (e.g., grid cell) and time interval. In other
words, each space compartment receives one or more time series of aggre-
gate attribute values. Visualization by animated densitypresence maps and
change maps is possible as in the case of continuous surfaces. There are
also other possibilities. The time series may be shown in an STC by propor-
tionally sized or shaded or coloured symbols, which are vertically aligned
above the locations [109]; Figure 2.1.4C gives an example; the colour leg-
end is given in the lower right corner of Figure 2.1.4. Occlusion of symbols
is often a serious problem in such a display; therefore, we have applied in-
teractive filtering so that only the data for the most intensively visited cells
(1000 or more visits per day) are visible.

When the number of the space compartments is big and time series are
long, it may be difficult to explore the spatio-temporal distribution of ob-
ject presence using only visual and interactive techniques. It is reasonable
to cluster the compartments by similarity of the respective time series and
analyze the temporal variation cluster-wise, i.e., investigate the attribute
dynamics within the clusters and do comparisons between clusters. Fig-
ure 2.1.4D demonstrates the outcome of k-means clustering of grid cells
according to the time series of car presence obtained by aggregating the car
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Figure 2.11: A,B: Car tracks aggregated in a continuous density surface (A)
and by discrete grid cells (B). C: STC shows the variation of car presence
over a day in the most visited cells. D: The cells clustered by similarity
of the presence time series shown on a time graph in (E). F: Hourly time
intervals clustered by similarity of the spatial distributions of car presence,
which are summarized in (G).

movement data from the whole time period of one week by hourly inter-
vals (hence, the time series consist of 168 time steps). Distinct colours have
been assigned to the clusters and used for painting the cells on the map. The
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same colours are used for drawing the time series lines on the time graph
in Figure 2.1.4E. The colours are chosen by projecting the cluster centroids
onto a two-dimensional continuous colour map; hence, clusters with close
centroids receive similar colours and, vice versa, high difference in colours
signifies much dissimilarity between the clusters. Figure 2.1.4E shows a
prominent periodic variation of car presence in the grid cells over the week.
Interactive tools allow us to select the clusters one by one or pairs of clusters
for comparison and see only these clusters on the displays. We find out that
the clusters differ mainly in the value magnitudes and not in the temporal
patterns of value variation, with the exception of the bright red and orange
clusters. The value ranges in these clusters are very close. The main differ-
ence is that the red cluster has higher values in the afternoons of Sunday
and Saturday. This may have something to do with people spending their
leisure time near lakes, which are located to the north from the city.

Spatially referenced time series is one of two possible views on a result of
discrete spatio-temporal aggregation. The other possibility is to consider the
aggregates as a temporal sequence of spatial situations. The term “spatial
situation” denotes spatial distribution of aggregate values of one or more
attributes in one time interval. Thus, in our example, there are 168 spatial
situations each corresponding to one of the hourly intervals within the week.
Temporal variation of spatial situations can also be investigated by means
of clustering. In this case, the spatial situations are considered as feature
vectors characterizing different time intervals. Clustering groups the time
intervals by similarity of these feature vectors.

In Figure 2.1.4F, we have applied k-means clustering to the 168 spatial
situations in terms of car presence and built a time mosaic display where
each hourly interval is represented by a square. As in the previous case,
different colours have been assigned to the clusters. The squares in the time
mosaic are painted in these colours. The squares are arranged so that the
columns, from left to right, correspond to the days, from Sunday (the first
day in our dataset) to Saturday, and the rows correspond to the hours of
the day, from 0 on the top to 23 in the bottom. We see that the working
days (columns 2-6) have quite similar patterns of colouring, which means
similarity of the daily variations of the situations. The patterns on Sunday
(column 1) and Saturday (column 7) are different. The multi-map display
in Figure 2.1.4G shows summarized spatial situations: each small map rep-
resents the mean presence values in the respective time cluster (the colour
coding is the same as in the STC in Figure 2.1.4C; see the legend in the lower
right corner). It is seen that the shades of cyan, which occur in the night
hours, correspond to very low car presence over the city and the shades of
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red, which occur in the working days from 5 till 17 oclock, to high presence,
especially on the belt roads around the city. Red also occurs in the afternoon
of Sunday (from 15 till 17) and in the morning of Saturday (from 8 till 9).
To deal with very large amounts of movement data, possibly, not fitting in
RAM, discrete spatio-temporal aggregation can be done within a database
or data warehouse [6, 87].

Tracing Flows In the previous section, we have considered spatial aggre-
gation of movement data by locations (space compartments). Another way
of spatial aggregation is by pairs of locations: for two locations A and B, the
moves (transitions) from A to B are summarized. This can result in such ag-
gregate attributes as number of transitions, number of different objects that
moved from A to B, statistics of the speed, transition duration, etc. The term
flow is often used to refer to aggregated movements between locations. The
respective amount of movement, that is, count of moving objects or count
of transitions, may be called flow magnitude.

There are two possible ways to aggregate trajectories into flows. Assum-
ing that each trajectory represents a full trip of a moving object from some
origin to some destination, the trajectories can be aggregated by origin-
destination pairs, ignoring the intermediate locations. A well-known repre-
sentation of the resulting aggregates is origin-destination matrix (OD ma-
trix) where the rows and columns correspond to the lo- cations and the
cells contain aggregate values. OD matrices are often represented graph-
ically as matrices with shaded or coloured cells. The rows and columns
can be automatically or interactively reordered for uncovering connectivity
patterns such as clusters of strongly connected locations and hubs, i.e., loca-
tions strongly connected to many others [49]. A disadvantage of the matrix
display is the lack of spatial context.

Another way to visualize flows is flow map where flows are represented
by straight or curved lines or arrows connecting locations; the flow magni-
tudes are represented by proportional widths and/or colouring or shading
of the symbols [101, 108]. Since lines or arrows may connect not only
neighbouring locations but any two locations at any distance, massive in-
tersections and occlusions of the symbols may occur, which makes the map
illegible. Several approaches that have been suggested for reducing the dis-
play clutter either involve high information loss (e.g. due to filtering or low
opacity of lesser flows) or work well only for special cases (e.g., for showing
flows from one or two locations).

The other possible way of transforming trajectories to flows is to repre-
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sent each trajectory as a sequence of transitions between all visited locations
along the path and aggregate the transitions from all trajectories. Movement
data having sufficiently fine temporal granularity or allowing interpolation
between known positions may be aggregated so that only neighbouring lo-
cations (adjacent spatial compartments) are linked by flows. Such flows
can be represented on a flow map without intersections and occlusions of
the flow symbols. To summarize movement data in this way, the space can
be tessellated into larger or smaller compartments, e.g., using the method
suggested in [14], to achieve higher or lower degree of generalization and
abstraction. This is illustrated in Figure 2.1.4A-C. The same trajectories of
cars (a one-day subset from Wednesday) have been aggregated into flows
using fine, medium, and coarse territory tessellations. The flows are rep-
resented by half-arrow symbols, to distinguish movements be- tween the
same locations in the opposite directions. Minor flows have been hidden
to improve the display legibility; see the legends below the maps. The ex-
act values of the flow magnitudes and other flow-related attributes can be
accessed through mouse-pointing on the flow symbols. Flow maps can also
be built using predefined locations or space partitioning, as demonstrated in
Figure 2.1.4F, where the flow map is built based on a division of the territory
of Milan into 13 geographic regions.

Flow maps can serve as expressive visual summaries of clusters of similar
trajectories. To obtain such summaries, aggregation is applied separately to
each cluster.

When movement data are aggregated into flows by time intervals, the
result is time series of flow magnitudes. These can be visualized by ani-
mated flow maps or by combining flow maps with temporal displays such
as a time graph [21]. Flows may be clustered by similarity of the respective
time series (Figure 2.1.4D,E) and the temporal variation analyzed cluster-
wise, as was suggested for time series of presence indicators in the previous
section. Note that the spatial patterns visible on the map and the periodic
patterns of flow variation visible on the time graph are similar to those that
we observed for the presence (Figure 2.1.4D,E). However, we see that sym-
metric flows (i.e., flows between the same locations in opposite directions)
may have different patterns of temporal variation. Thus, on the east and
south of the city symmetric flow symbols are coloured in blue and in ma-
genta, i.e., the respective time series belong to different clusters. The flows
in the magenta cluster achieve higher magnitudes in the afternoons of all
days, except Friday (day 6).

Aggregation of movement data into transitions between locations does
not allow investigation of paths and movement behaviors where more than
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Figure 2.12: A,B,C: Flow maps based on fine, medium, and coarse territory
divisions obtained automatically. D,E: Clustering of flows based on the time
series of flow magnitudes. F: Flows between pre- defined regions. G: Inves-
tigation of movements between the regions over time adjusted to individual
lifetimes of the trajectories.

two locations are visited. The visualization technique demonstrated in Fig-
ure 2.1.4G aggregates trajectories in such a way that movement behaviors
can be traced [22]. This is an abstract display where the horizontal axis
represents time and colours represent different locations. The map in Fig-
ure 2.1.4F shows the geographic regions of Milan filled in different colours.
The same colours are used in Figure 2.1.4G.

In this example, we investigate the movements of 4634 cars who spent
at least 6 hours on the territory under study on Wednesday (i.e., we have
selected the trajectories with the duration of at least 6 hours); the flow map
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in Figure 2.1.4F summarizes the movements of these cars. The trajectories
have been aligned in time to common start and end times. The resulting
time units are thousandths (also called per mill) of the total trajectory du-
ration. Then the transformed time has been divided into 50 intervals of the
length 20 per mills, or 2 percents. The temporal display in Figure 2.1.4G
represents time intervals by vertical bars divided into coloured segments
proportionally to the number of cars that visited the regions in these inter-
vals. Aggregated transitions between the regions are represented by bands
drawn between the bars. The widths of the bands are proportional to the
counts of the objects that moved. Gradient colouring is applied to the bands
so that the left end is painted in the colour of the origin location and the
right end in the colour of the destination location. The coloured bars are
shown not for all time intervals but for a subset of intervals selected interac-
tively or automatically. In our example, we have selected the first 3 intervals,
the last 3 intervals, and each 10th interval (i.e., 100 per mills, 200 per mills,
and so on). The small rectangles at the bottom of the display represent all
time intervals. The greyscale shading encodes the amount of change in each
interval with respect to the previous interval, i.e., how many objects moved
to different locations. We can observe that the most intensive movements
of the selected cars occurred in the first 2% and in the last 2% of the total
trajectory lifetime. Between the time intervals 100 and 900 the cars mostly
stayed in the same regions. The most visited region was centre. There were
higher presence and more movements in the northern part of the city than
in the southern part. The most intensive flows at the beginning of the trips
were to the centre and inner northeast and at the end to the outer northeast.

By interacting with the display, it is possible to explore not only direct
transitions between locations but also longer sequences of visited locations.
When the user clicks on a bar segment, the movements of the correspond-
ing subset of objects are highlighted in the display (i.e., shown by brighter
colours). It is possible to see which locations were visited and when. Thus,
we can learn that from the 994 cars that were in the centre in the interval
500 (i.e., in the middle of the trip time) 489 cars were in this region during
the whole time and the remaining cars came to the centre mainly from the
northeast (133), southwest (132), northwest (74) and southeast (62) in the
first 2% of the time. At the end, these cars moved back. Analogously, the
user can click on bands connecting segments to select the objects participat-
ing in the respective transitions and trace their movements.
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Investigation of movement in context

The spatio-temporal context of the movement includes the properties of dif-
ferent locations (e.g., land cover or road type) and different times (e.g.
day or night, working day or weekend) and various spatial, temporal, and
spatio-temporal objects affecting and/or being affected by the movement [9].
The methods discussed so far seem to deal with movement data alone and
not address the context of the movement, at least in an explicit way. How-
ever, the context is always involved in the process of interpreting what is
seen on visual displays. Thus, the analyst always tries to relate visible spa-
tial patterns to the spatial context (e.g., the highest car traffic density is on
motorways) and visible temporal patterns to the temporal context (e.g., the
traffic decreases on weekends).

Cartographic map is a very important provider of information about spa-
tial context; therefore, maps are essential in analyzing movement data. It
is not very usual although possible to include information about temporal
context in temporal displays such as time graph. Space-time cube may show
spatio-temporal context, but occlusions and projection effects often compli-
cate the analysis. Besides the context items that are explicitly represented
on visual displays, the analyst also takes relevant context information from
his/her background knowledge. Visual displays, especially maps, help the
analyst in doing this since things that are shown can facilitate recall of re-
lated things from analysts mind. After noticing a probable relationship be-
tween an observed pattern and some context item, or group of items, or
type of items, the analyst may wish to check it, which can be supported by
interactive visual tools.

The analyst may not only attend to the movement context for interpret-
ing results of previously done analysis. It may also be a primary goal of
analysis to detect and investigate particular relationships between the move-
ment and a certain specific context item or group of items. For example, the
goal may be to investigate how cars move on motorways or in traffic con-
gestions. To do the analysis, one may need special techniques that support
focussing on the context items and relationships of interest.

Position records in movement data may include some context informa-
tion, but this is rarely the case. In any case, movement data cannot include
all possible context information. Typically, the source of relevant context
information is one or more additional datasets describing some aspect(s)
of the movement context. We shall shortly call such data con- text data.
Context data may result from previous analyses of movement data. In our
previous examples we have demonstrated derivation of spatial events, event
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clusters, as well as classes (clusters) of locations and of time moments. Such
derived data can be considered as context data and used in further analysis
of movement data.

The general approach is to derive contextual attributes for trajectory po-
sitions by joint processing of movement data and context data and then vi-
sualize the attributes to observe patterns and determine relation- ships. The
derived attributes may characterize the environment (such as weather con-
ditions) at the positions of the moving objects or relations (such as spatial
distance) between the positions and context items in focus. Values of these
attributes are defined, as a rule, for all trajectory positions. The analyst looks
for correlations, dependencies, or, more generally, stable or frequent corre-
spondences between the contextual attributes and movement attributes.

Besides stable relationships between movement and its context, the an-
alyst may also be interested in transitory spatial, temporal, and spatio-
temporal relationships occurring between moving objects and context items
during the movement and lasting for limited time. This includes, in partic-
ular, relative movements of two or more moving objects such as approach-
ing, meeting, passing, following, etc., and relative movements with respect
to other kinds of spatial objects. Such occurrent relation- ships can be re-
garded as spatial events since they exist only at certain positions in space
and in time.

Many types of relationships can be expressed in terms of spatial and/or
temporal distances [27]. This includes proximity between moving objects,
visiting of certain locations or types of locations, being in spatio-temporal
neighbourhood of a spatial event, etc. Spatial and/or temporal distances
from moving objects to context items can be computed and attached to tra-
jectory positions as new attributes, which can be visualized and/or used in
further analyses. Particularly, they can be used for filtering and event ex-
traction.

As an example of analyzing movement in context, we shall investigate
how the speed of car movement on motorways is related to the distances
between the cars. Hence, there are two aspects of the movement context we
are interested in: type of location (specifically, motorway) and other cars
(specifically, distances to them). The distances between the cars can be de-
termined directly from the trajectory data; no additional data are needed.
This can be done using a computational procedure that finds for each trajec-
tory position the closest position in another trajectory within a given time
window, e.g., of 1 minute length (from -30 to +30 seconds with respect to
the time of the current position).

The location types could be taken from an additional dataset describing
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the streets; however, we have no such dataset for Milan. We shall demon-
strate the use of previously derived data. Earlier we have made a tessellation
of the territory (Figure 2.1.4); moreover, the clustering accord- ing to the
temporal variation of the car presence (Figure 2.1.4D) separates quite well
the cells on motorways from the other cells. We create a suit- able classifica-
tion of the cells, as in Figure 2.1.4D, by editing the clusters. Here the yellow
filling corresponds to the cells on motorways. We select this class of cells and
compute the distances from the trajectory positions to the selected cells; for
each position the nearest cell is taken. The computed distances are attached
to the position records as a new attribute, which can now be used for fil-
tering. By filtering, we extract the points and segments of the trajectories
with zero distances to the selected cells (Figure 2.1.4D). We compute also
the distance from each position to the nearest position of another car within
the 1-minute time window. This makes one more attribute attached to the
position records. Then we use an additional filter according to values of this
attribute to sequentially select the trajectory points with the distances to the
nearest neighbour in three different ranges: below 20m, from 20 to 50m,
and over 50m. For each subset of points, we produce a frequency histogram
of the respective speeds. The histograms are shown in Figure 2.1.4A-C.
They have the same height and bar width. The latter corresponds to a speed
range of approximately 5km/h. Hence, despite the differing sizes of the
point subsets, the shapes of the distributions can be compared. There are
many points with low speeds (0-10km/h) in each subset but the relative
number of such points is the highest in the first subset and the lowest in
the third subset. In all subsets, there is a smaller peak of frequencies for
the speeds 80-90km/h, but this peak is the lowest for the first subset and
the highest for the third subset. Hence, we observe that smaller distances
between cars on a motorway correspond to lower movement speeds.

To demonstrate investigation of occurrent relationships between mov-
ing objects and items of the context, we extract from the car trajectories
the events where the car is on a motorway and its distance to the nearest
neighbour car is at most 10m while the movement speed is not more than
10km/h. These events reflect occurrent proximity relationships of cars to
motorways and other cars while the low speeds indicate that these occur-
rences may be related to traffic congestions. As we did in section 1.3, we
find spatio-temporal clusters of these events; some of them are shown in
the STC in Figure 2.1.4E. We build spatio-temporal convex hulls around the
event clusters (the yellow shapes in Figure 2.1.4E). We assume that each
convex hull represents a traffic jam. Hence, we have obtained an additional
dataset with spatio-temporal boundaries of traffic jams on motorways. It
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Figure 2.13: Frequency distributions of car speeds on motor- ways in differ-
ent ranges of distance to the nearest neighbour car: below 20m (A), 20-50m
(B), over 50m (C). D: Trajectory segments on or near motorways selected by
means of segment filter. E: Spatio- temporal clusters of low speed events on
motorways where the distance to the nearest neighbour is 10m or less. Yel-
low shapes represent spatio-temporal convex hulls of the clusters. F: Trajec-
tories that passed through one of the convex hulls are selected by filtering.
G: The selected trajectories and respective low speed events in a STC.

may, in turn, be considered as context data and used in further analysis.
Thus, Figure 2.1.4F shows selected trajectories passing through one of the
traffic jams, which have been used as a filter for trajectory selection. We can
closely investigate the movement of the cars affected by this traffic jam by
means of a STC (Figure 2.1.4G).

Sections 2.1.4-2.1.4 show that movement can be analyzed at different
levels: whole trajectories, elements of trajectories (points and segments),
and high-level summaries (densities, flows, etc.). In principle, analyzing
movement in context can also be done at these levels. A comprehensive set
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of visual analytics methods addressing all these levels and different types of
context items does not exist yet, which necessitates further research in this
direction.

2.2 Semantic Enrichment of Movement Data

2.2.1 The Mobility Knowledge Discovery Process

There is an old saying that says ”Knowledge is power”. This is particularly
true in the Mobility field where knowledge can be rephrased in how, when,
where, and why objects move?. This knowledge gives to a user - who could
be any mobility related expert, from a traffic manager, to a urban planner, or
to an ethologist studying the animal behavior - a great power in terms of de-
ployment of the analysis results in effective decision-making. For example,
a traffic manager could improve traffic sustainability in a city, or an etholo-
gist could finally get a deep understanding of how a given animal behaves
within his habitat.

The mobility data mining research field has seen a growing interest in
the last few year providing several algorithms and techniques tailored on
trajectory data.

However, a common problem of these techniques is that the knowledge
produced by the mining step [37] is generally, not actionable in the sense
that it is not really applicable to the application domain. The lack of se-
mantics of the extracted patterns makes the interpretation task far from
obvious. This problem, commonly recognized in the data mining literature,
is particularly significant in mobility data mining, where the complexity of
the data themselves, together with the extreme multifariousness of the mo-
bility application requirements makes the knowledge discovery even more
challenging.

A concrete real contribution to the understanding and managing of the
complex, global, socially interactive systems, with a focus on sustainabil-
ity and resilience is planned and designed in the Future ICT Project5. As
depicted in [42] one of the main pillars to realize these systems is the So-
cial Sensing and Semantic Enrichment of digital breadcrumbs (i.e. digital
tracks). These simple form of data, collected for many different purposes,
contain historical and collective information of very basic human actions.
To make such breadcrumbs usable for analysis it is needed to inject back the
contextual knowledge of human action that got lost during sensing. There is

5http://www.futurict.eu
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the attempt to add context information to raw data by augmenting, tagging,
and/or classifying data in relationship to dictionaries and/or other reference
sources. An advanced vision of semantic enrichment is that of a system that
continuously and automatically enriches its own understanding of the con-
text and content of the data it is receiving, by comparing it to its existing
knowledge base and then building increasingly smarter classifiers upon that
store. More generally, the overall repertoire of semantic enrichment needs
to be adaptive with respect to the continuous progress of sensing devices, to
improve its capability to map human behavior along multiple dimensions,
and to become increasingly intelligent with use, by incorporating machine
learning techniques.

A whole research field have initiated in the last few years regarding se-
mantic trajectories, a definition of a trajectory as a sequence of ”episodes”
where the raw movement is enriched (or ”annotated”) with semantic infor-
mation [79]. The enrichment of a raw trajectory can be done in two com-
plementary ways: from one hand, contextual information about the moving
object and the application domain can be collected from different sources
(e.g. surveys, domain ontologies, etc). From the other hand, the seman-
tic information can be inferred analysing the raw trajectory possibly jointly
with the geographic information.

The interestingness evaluation of the discovered movement patterns makes
sometimes the KDD process a mere academic application, useless in the re-
ality. A way to close the gap between the ”KDD knowledge” and the ”ap-
plication actionable knowledge” is to reinforce the KDD process with tools
capable to easily manage the steps integrated with new elements focussed
on the semantic aspect for an improved data and patterns understanding.
This results in a number of techniques, tailored on mobility data, aimed at
enriching the steps of the knowledge discovery process with the final objec-
tive of getting meaning from movement data.

It is worth noticing that most of the methods to compute trajectory pat-
terns are focused on the geometric properties of the trajectory. However, just
discovering geometric trajectory patterns can be of limited interest since it
lacks the necessary semantics to be fully understood by the domain expert
user. For example, assume that a cluster is found on a trajectory dataset
representing people movements in a city: this pattern represents how peo-
ple is moving, not why, or the reason for the movement. The reason why
entities move needs a deeper understanding of the movement based on the
context semantics, or context knowledge - also called background knowledge.
For example, we can discover that this particular movement happened due
to a football match, or that the cluster represents tourists visiting attraction
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points a city. The conceptual lift from finding how movement happened
to understanding why entities are moving in that way, needs an improved
knowledge discovery process tailored on mobility data characteristics and
possibly enriched with contextual semantic information [5].

We believe that mobility understanding encompasses the whole discov-
ery process, from pre-processing step, to the data mining and the patterns
interpretation performed during the post-processing step. For this reason
this chapter is centered on approaches devoted at improving the under-
standing of mobility data and patterns with the final objective of giving
insights of why the movement happens. These range from data preprocess-
ing techniques, to mining to post processing where contextual knowledge
have a primary role. We introduce these techniques accompanied by a sys-
tem that supports the whole mobility knowledge discovery process, called
M-Atlas [43]. M-Atlas provides the basic components for supporting the dis-
covery steps from data pre-processing to mining to post-processing. We are
introducing the system as a specific instance of a mobility knowledge dis-
covery support systems highlighting the steps that allows to infer the new
knowledge from trajectory data, possibly combined with contextual knowl-
edge. Particularly, we highlight the importance of the pre-processing step,
is to get a better perception of the values and the knowledge embedded in
the data, and thus driving the mining task accordingly. During the mining
and post-processing phases the context knowledge has a major role since it
is explicitly considered to get an interpretation of the patterns in terms of
mobility knowledge. Therefore, we present the core concepts of the M-Atlas
system illustrating some basic statistics techniques for the mobility data un-
derstanding including tasks like data preparation for a context-driven prepa-
ration of data for mining or data validation where the mobility dataset is
evaluated against an application domain knowledge that acts as a ”ground
truth”. This latter step allows to establish if, and at which degree, the dataset
to be analyses is representative of the real world and therefore the results
of the analysis are still valid in the real world. Other techniques include
progressive clustering and parameter tuning [91]. The second part of the
paper focuses on trajectory behavior illustrating, by means of examples, a
mobility knowledge discovery process that extracts trajectory behavior like
”StuckedInTrafficJam” and ”Commuter”. in this last part we see an exam-
ple of trajectory and patterns enriched by means of domain information
encoded in an ontology.
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2.2.2 The M-Atlas system

M-Atlas6 is a running system developed to handle all the steps of the mobil-
ity knowledge discovery process providing a SQL-based data mining query
language [43]. In other words, it is a querying and mining system cen-
tered onto the concept of trajectory. Besides the mechanisms for storing
and querying trajectory data, M-Atlas has mechanisms for mining trajectory
patterns and models that, in turn, can be stored and queried. The basic de-
sign choice is compositionality, i.e., querying and mining of trajectory data,
patterns and models may be freely combined, in order to provide the ex-
pressive power needed to master the complexity of the mobility knowledge
discovery process. The conceptual model behind M-Atlas views the knowl-
edge discovery process as the interaction between two conceptual worlds:
the data world and the model world. The former is a set of entities to be
mined, trajectories in our case; the latter is a set of models and patterns ex-
tracted from the data, representing the result of mining tasks. Two kinds of
operators connect the two worlds: the mining operators, and the entailment
operators. Mining operators map data into models, or patterns, while en-
tailment operators map models, patterns and data into the data that satisfy
the property expressed in the given model or pattern. This view supports
compositionally, since data can be mapped onto models and vice versa, co-
herently with inductive databases vision introduce by Mannila [53]. An-
other design choice of the system is that all entities are represented in the
object-relational data model, which is more suitable to tackle the structural
complexity of spatio-temporal data compared to the standard tabular data.

The M-Atlas system is equipped with a graphical user interface and a
set of interactive graphical tools allowing the user to navigate the data and
model easily. This has the advantage of making the tool usable by domain
expert users to get full advantage of their domain expertise. Each interac-
tion of the analyst with the interface is compiled into a sequence of M-Atlas
queries which can be retrieved at any moment to describe or review the en-
tire process. Alternatively, an expert data miner analyst can directly submit
queries to the M-Atlas engine, to exploit its full expressiveness.

Using a data mining algorithm in a knowledge discovery process is not
a straightforward process: in fact usually it’s difficult even for an expert
analyst user to choose the right algorithm and setup all the parameters in
order to extract meaningful and useful patterns. This is especially true in
mobility domain due to the complexity of the data under analysis as well

6Available for download at the URL: http://m-atlas.eu
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as the applications requirements. For this reason, the extracted behavior
can be meaninful only if a proper mobility knowledge discovery process has
been set up.

In this section we introduce a set of techniques, demonstrated with ex-
amples using M-Atlas, that drive a user through the mobility knowledge
discovery process by optimizing the data analysis and tuning the parame-
ters setting. The techniques introduced here have been tailored on the case
of mobility data, although they can be applied to general data mining.

2.2.3 Data Preprocessing

In this section we present some data preprocessing techniques useful in the
mobility knowledge discovery, illustrating them through the use of M-Atlas.

Data validation. Data validation is a necessary step to measure how much
the trajectory dataset we are going to analyze is consistent and represen-
tative of the real world phenomena. Here we consider the data already
cleaned and reconstructed, however, the reconstruction step does not elim-
inate all the possible imperfections in the data and errors at higher level
may still exist. This is due to bias in the data (e.g. tracking only a certain
category of the users) or technological problems (i.e. an area where the
devices don’t work) that can still produce unusual and unwanted effects on
the analysis results. To asses the significance of a dataset as a proxy of the
real mobility phenomena within a certain area, the trajectory dataset can
be compared against a ”ground truth” such as survey data or other forms of
”a-priori” knowledge. However, an important issue to be considered in this
comparison is the population of these two dataset. For example, consider-
ing the dataset coming from a set of private cars, this covers only vehicu-
lar movements, whereas surveys usually include all the kind of movement
like pedestrians and public transportation. Second, the automatic collection
procedure and the cleaning step applied for the car dataset ensures that all
movements are correctly captured, whereas surveys leave space to omissions
or distortions. Finally, the data provides no explicit semantic information
about the purpose of movements, like the final destination, and profiles of
the citizens involved, whereas surveys explicitly collect this information. A
significant differences hold also for the size of the sample which can alter
the reality represented in the dataset. A method that can help to under-
stand if the data is consistent to the ground truth is to replicate a statistic
analysis. This phase of the analysis is crucial since only after assessing the
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correspondence of the preliminary analysis results with the ground truth, we
can proceed with the mobility knowledge discovery following steps having
the guarantee that the results will represent real mobility patterns.

Data reconstruction and data preparation: The data mining algorithms
apply to the concept of trajectory: but which trajectory definition? It is sim-
ply the ordered sequence of observations of the user’s history? Or a subse-
quence representing the movements between stops? And how to define and
compute a stop? Answering to this questions is crucial and affects deeply
the results of the knowledge discovery process. For example, if we are in-
terested in frequent paths followed by a certain number of users we need to
consider T-Pattern applied to the whole user history as single trajectory, so
that the support of a single pattern will be the number of users that follow
that path. Alternatively, if we are interested in the usage of certain frequent
paths then we do not need to distinguish between distinct users. As a conse-
quence, the concept of trajectory to be mined become the subsequences of
users trajectories delimited by two stops as described in chapter 2. There are
several ways of reconstructing trajectories considering different constraints
and thresholds thus leading to different sets of trajectories. In M-Atlas we
can perform this operation with the Data constructor statement:e

CREATE DATA <trajectory_table> BUILDING MOVING_POINTS
FROM (SELECT userid, longitude, latitude, timepoint

FROM <raw_observation_table>
ORDER BY userid, datetime)

SET MOVING_POINT.<constraint_name> = <value> AND ...

The syntax of queries in M-Atlas extends the standard SQL. In this query
we see a CREATE DATA operation to build a new kind of data to be stored
in the database. As we can see, a new trajectory table is built from the
raw observations using trajectory reconstruction parameters expressed in
the constraints. Some examples of constraint names are MAX TIME GAP or
MAX SPEED which realize the two constraints described in chapter 2. These
values depend on the application and their values have to be carefully chose
since they affect all the subsequent analysis. Examples are MAX TIME GAP
= 30 min or MAX SPEED = 5 km/h to cut trajectories where there is a
temporal gap of 30 minutes or a max speed of 5 km per hour, respectively.

Data manipulation: before the execution of a data mining algorithm the
analyst can manipulate (e.g. selecting the data in a particular area or pe-
riod) or transform the data (e.g. anonymizing it). For this reason the system
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integrates a rich set of spatio-temporal primitives and transformations. To
better understand what are the relation statements and transformation state-
ments two examples are presented: the first one is the relation between a
trajectories table and a temporal period tables which computes the temporal
distribution of the movements:

CREATE RELATION <relation_table> USING INTERSECT
FROM (SELECT t.id, t.object, p.id, p.object

FROM <trajectories_table> t,
<time_periods_table> p)

The objective of this query is to create a new table where the trajectories
are intersected with a temporal period. This is useful in the analysis process
when the data to be mined have to be selected based on space and/or time
as in the example above. In general for this kind of operation all the spatio-
temporal operators embedded into the system - such as the INTERSECT -
assume a different meaning according to the types of data on which they
are applied. In this example, a temporal intersection is used. However, the
same operator, like INTERSECT, between two trajectories becomes a spatio-
temporal intersection. This means that the operation returns true when the
two moving users are in the same place at the same time. This is completely
transparent to the user.

The second example is a transformation operation which builds a new
set of trajectories to be mined. A classical example is the anonymization of
trajectories, where the initial dataset is transformed in order to guarantee
the k-anonymity. This realizes the anonymization operation:

CREATE TRANSFORMATION <trans_table> USING K-ANONYMITY
FROM (SELECT * FROM <trajectories_table> t)
SET K-ANONIMITY.K = <k_value>

In this case the only parameter is K, but different algorithms may have other
parameters to specify.

2.2.4 Data Mining

Naturally, the mining step applies the mining algorithm. However, several
actions can be taken during the mining step in order to make the knowledge
discovery more effective. Moreover, models can be further manipulated and
combined.
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Data mining step: the mining step is the core step of the process and con-
sists in the execution the algorithms. M-Atlas realizes this step with a Mining
statement:

CREATE MODEL <model_table> MINE AS <mining_algorithm_name>
FROM (SELECT t.id, t.object

FROM <trajectories_table> t)
SET <mining_algorithm_name>.<param>= <value> AND ...

As we can see, this statement create a new model as the result of a
mining task specifying the mining algorithm to execute on a selection of
trajectories where the algorithm is to be applied (identified by the SELECT
statement). The SET component allows to set the algorithm parameters.
Mining a Data Sample. Applying a data mining algorithm on a large tra-
jectory dataset may be extremely time and memory consuming making the
direct application of the algorithm to the entire dataset not possible due the
time or memory limitation. This problem can be solved using some data
mining algorithms in combination with data sampling techniques [94]. In
general,sampling the data is a technique to reduce the size of the data with-
out altering the statistical properties.

The data can be sampled using semantic criteria such as dividing the
data using the a spatial or temporal characteristics of the trajectories. What-
ever sampling technique is chosen by the analyst, the important issue is to
maintain the consistency of the data or, at least, understand exactly the bias
introduced since this may strongly affect the extracted patterns.

An example of random sampling realized in M-Atlas is expressed as fol-
low:

CREATE MODEL <model_table> MINE AS <mining_algorithm_name>
FROM (SELECT t.id, t.object

FROM <trajectories_table> t
ORDER BY RANDOM()
LIMIT 20%)

SET <mining_algorithm_name>.<param>= <value> AND ...

We notice here the RANDOM keyword that allows to reorder trajectories
on a random way selecting only the 20% of them. Once the models are
extracted on the sampled data we can apply them to the rest of the data in
order to determine their real support.
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Model Manipulation: Similarly to the trajectory data, the models resulting
from the mining step can be stored and manipulated to produce an useful
and meaningful representation of the trajectories behaviors. For this reason,
the relation statements and the transformation statements can be used also on
models. In particular, M-Atlas provides a relation which is a bridge between
data and models called entails which identifies the data which support a
model, realized with the following query:

CREATE RELATION <relation_table> USING ENTAILS
FROM (SELECT t.id, t.object, m.id, m.object

FROM <trajectories_table> t, <models_table> m)

Notice the use of ENTAILS keyword in the query. The idea is to apply
the entails operation to the join between trajectories and extracted models
specified in the SELECT statement. This relation is crucial in the knowledge
discovery process since it to allow the interaction of the process building
complex progressive queries between data and models where models are
progressively mined and combined with data. This procedure is illustrated
in the following.

Progressive Mining. As described in previous sections, the knowledge dis-
covery process is not a straightforward sequence where a single run of data
mining algorithm can perform the whole understanding task. The iterative
and interactive aspects are crucial to get a real understanding of the data
and extracted patters. The progressive mining technique is the concatena-
tion of a series of mining algorithms which restrict, at each step their con-
straints removing the not interesting data or noise. In Figure 2.14 a graphical
representation of the process is shown, at each step the model are extracted
and the data supporting them are reused in order to apply a more strict
version of the mining algorithm. An example of this technique can be ap-
plied to the T-Clustering algorithm both reducing the allowed distance be-
tween trajectories or choosing different distance functions which become
more precise at each level: e.g. Starting points, Route similarity and then
Synchronized route similarity. In M-Atlas each step of this technique is real-
ized as a sequence of two kinds of queries: a mining query to perform the
clustering step and and a relation query to realize the entails operation, i.e.
the selection of trajectories satisfying the cluster definition. This is depicted
below:

CREATE MODEL <model_table> MINE AS T-CLUSTERING
FROM (SELECT t.id, t.object
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Figure 2.14: The process of extracting knowledge from the data using the
progressive mining technique restricting the constraint at each level.

FROM <trajectories_table> t)
SET T-CLUSTERING.METHOD = <distance function> AND ...

CREATE RELATION <relation_table> USING ENTAILS
FROM (SELECT t.id, t.object, m.id, m.object

FROM <trajectories_table> t, <model_table> m
WHERE m.id<>’noise’)

The first query performs a clustering task on all trajectories. The follow-
ing query uses the resulting model table representing the clustering and the
original trajectories dataset to find trajectories that belong to some cluster-
ing thus excluding the noise - here specified by the ”noise” ID. It is important
to notice that in every step the classification of the noise can be both unsu-
pervised, e.g. the T-Clustering, or supervised by the user which individually
selects the interesting patterns extracted in the last data mining execution.

Tuning the parameters. Tuning the parameters of the data mining algo-
rithm is not easy since usually it needs several tentatives in order to evalu-
ate the results and adjust the parameters values accordingly. In general, we
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must consider two aspects when dealing with the parameters settings: (i)
the number of patterns and (ii) the usefulness of the patterns. Usually the
objective of the analyst is to find a small set of useful and meaningful pat-
terns. Finding a good value for the parameters that guarantees this result
is highly arduous. However, some techniques may be used to guess a rea-
sonable value. Essentially, the idea is to progressively adjust the parameters
values based on the characteristics of the resulting patterns. As an exam-
ple, let us consider the T-Pattern algorithm , although similar methodology
may be used for other algorithms. It is worth recalling that the parameters
are the support threshold, the time tolerance and the initial set of regions.
The table below depicts the method to adjust the parameters based on the
analysis of the the mining results. The objective is to iterate the mining task
with different parameters values toward the objective considering the char-
acteristics of the resulting patterns. Therefore, depending on the resulting
set of patterns an action must be taken as summarized below:

Small and contains useful patterns. In this case the objective of the ana-
lyst is reached.

Too big or the algorithm is not terminating. In this case the support thresh-
old probably is too low and too many regions become frequent, lead-
ing to an explosion of patterns. There are three possible solution: (i)
try to increment the support threshold, (ii) check the set of region in
order to reduce them or (iii) raise the time tolerance so more pattern
will be merged together.

Small but time intervals are trivial. The time tolerance is too high and
make the pattern too inclusive leading to trivial ones. We need to
lower the time tolerance.

Small but the sequences of regions are trivial. In this case the support thresh-
old is too high and the real patterns are hidden in the data or the set
of regions is not meaningful. Some regions can be divided into subre-
gions leading to a differentiation in the resulting patterns.

When a reasonable result is obtained, the analyst can apply a pruning in
the post-precessing phase in order to remove some of the patterns consider-
ing additional properties such as the length of the pattern (i.e. the number
of regions in a T-pattern).

The problem of finding a good initial parameters configuration is also
worth a discussion: the analyst can simply start from a reasonable or ran-
dom set of thresholds and then start tuning the parameters as described
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Figure 2.15: Cumulative frequency distribution of trajectories in space: the
plot proposes a ranked list of three candidate values for the T-Pattern sup-
port threshold (13, 24, 82) based on detected points of significant slope
variation (left.) Cumulative distribution of transition times between each
pair of points in each trajectory (right).

above. Another smarter possibility is a parameter estimation performed con-
sidering the critical steps of the algorithm. Consider again the basic step of
the T-Pattern algorithm: the detection of frequent regions in the area under
analysis makes the support threshold the most influent parameter for the
whole process. We present a heuristics data-driven method to estimate the
value for this threshold. This is based on the cumulative frequency distri-
bution of trajectories in the spatial grid cells. An example on the Milano
dataset is shown in Figure 2.15(left). The points of significant slope change
in this distribution are the best candidates for the support threshold, be-
cause these points separate groups of grid cells that have a rather uniform
frequency internally, while the frequency between the different groups is
very different.

Another crucial parameter for the extraction of T-Pattern is the time tol-
erance τ . In Figure 2.15(right) we plot all the time distances for every
possible pair of points in each trajectory. These represent all the possible
transition time candidates in the T-Pattern mining algorithm. The sharp
steps in the zoomed inset are the artifact of the average sampling rate, ≈ 33
seconds. This is the minimum admissible value for the τ parameter. We note
that with a high value of τ the T-pattern computation aggressively merges
the transition times. For instance, with a 130 seconds the 10% of transition
times are merged. An adequate candidate for the τ parameter is around
the 50th percentile (14 minutes) and, in any case, between the 10th and
the 90th percentiles (2 minutes - 45 minutes). The frequency distribution
of trajectories in M-Atlas is realized computing the intersection between the
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spatial grid and the set of trajectories as specified in the following query:

CREATE RELATION intersection_table USING INTERSECT
FROM (SELECT t.id, t.object, s.id, s.object

FROM <trajectories_table> t, <grid_cells> s)

and grouping the result by the cells. Here we see the use of the RELA-
TION query with the INTERSECT operation that here applies to trajectories
and spatial objects. Once the presence of trajectories in the spatial cells is
computed by this query, a frequency distribution has to be computed. There-
fore, the cumulative and the identification of the slopes can be done using
the mathematical functions provided by standard SQL.

2.2.5 Data Post-Processing

Post-processing refers to the set of operations that can be done once the
mining step have been performed that refers to the evaluation or interest-
ingness of the extracted patterns. The result of this steps may trigger a new
iteration of the knowledge discovery process. The validation of the patterns
aims at measuring how much the extracted patterns are valid and not just
random results. The patterns interpretation task, instead, is more seman-
tics in the sense that aims at interpret the patterns in the light of a domain
knowledge.

Patterns Validation. The validation of a set of discovered mobility patterns
can be very arduous since the useful patterns are usually not the already
known or are trivial behaviors. Comparing the result with domain knowl-
edge like a survey (when available) can be useful to validate the knowl-
edge discovery methodology although not appropriate for validating the
discovered patterns. In other words, the patterns need an interpretation
step which can be done with the participation of the domain expert user
or exploiting some form of contextual information which proves the real
usefulness and interestingness of the patterns.

Although the direct assistance of the domain expert in the validation of
patterns remain the optimal solution, it is in practice not easy to realize due
to the general difficult availability of domain experts. However, there are
alternative methods to evaluate some properties of the set of patterns which
can be used to help the interpretation. Here, we present two examples
which are general.
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The first example is to study the stability of a set of extracted patterns
over time. When a pattern happens to be stable over time this means it
probably reflects a common behavior in the reality. The idea is to compute
the patterns with the same parameters values for several time slots (i.e.
several weeks or days). If a pattern has the same relative support for all
the temporal intervals, it means that the pattern is stable and this confirms
the patterns as a regular behavior and not an exception that happened only
occasionally.

A similar approach is to study the evolution of the patterns over time.
This can be done extracting the patterns in different time intervals (e.g.
days or weeks) and then try to match them in order to build the evolution
of the pattern through time. This is useful to understand how the patterns
temporally evolve. Although similar to the previous case, this method is
more difficult to realize since a distance measure has to be defined over
patterns. Considering for example the T-Flock algorithm: we can discover a
set of patterns in the first day P = {p1, p2} and a second set of patterns in
the second day P ′ = {p′1, p′2, p′3}. In order to match and compare them we
need to define a distance measures f(p, p′) between them to link together
the closest patterns. Due to the complexity of the flock definition, finding
a suitable distance measure is not a trivial task. Once we have built the
evolution of the patterns over time we can understand when the patterns
remain similar, when and how they change, or when they disappear.

Patterns Interpretation. The intrinsic difficulty of behavior extraction lies
in the need of integrating into the discovery process the contextual knowl-
edge. We define contextual knowledge any kind of information that is not
only geometric and that have some relation with the mobility data. Exam-
ples of contextual knowledge are: the geographical environment where the
objects move (e.g. hotels, roads, parks), any non-geometric moving object
feature (e.g. the age of the tracked person), or the application-specific con-
cepts and behavior (e.g. goal of the movement or predefined behavior like
commuting, shopping or tourist).

Application domain knowledge may be globally represented by formally
encoding it into a knowledge representation structure such as an ontology
which can be used to represent the main concepts of the application. For-
mal ontologies are described by languages which are formal and machine
readable. They often include reasoning facilities that support the automatic
processing of that knowledge. Standards like Description Logics (DL) pro-
vide deductive inference system based on a formal well founded semantics.
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The basic components of DL are suitable to represent concepts, properties,
and instances. Complex expressions, called axioms, can be used to implicitly
define new concepts. Combining ontologies with data mining is an intricate,
challenging and growing research field. Besides, in the case of mobility, ad-
ditional difficulties due to the complexity of the managed data and patterns
make this combination even more arduous. The lack of primitive spatio-
temporal ontology representation and reasoning mechanisms is the major
obstacle for the successfully development of this trend.

Some recent proposals are making the first steps in this direction involv-
ing contextual knowledge in the form of ontologies. An interesting feature
of combining data mining with ontologies in the knowledge discovery pro-
cess is the possibility of integrating deduction and induction aspects. The
inductive power of the data mining, extracting patterns from data (bottom-
up) is enriched with the possibility to deductively infer additional informa-
tion based on some application domain knowledge (top-down). This combi-
nation allows to classify the mobility patterns, as extracted from the mining
step, into the application knowledge concepts encoded in the ontology. An
example of this induction - deduction combination is the framework Athena
[16, 17], an extension of M-Atlas that is an attempt to exploit ontologies
in the mobility knowledge discovery process. Athena represents application
domain knowledge into an ontology where axioms define the behavior we
want to find in the data. Therefore a classification of the extracted pattern
into predefined behavior is performed directly by the ontology reasoning en-
gine. An example of the use of Athena is reported in the following section.

2.2.6 Finding Behavior from Trajectory Data

The objective of the mobility KDD process is to give an understanding of
movement data, starting from the statistical analysis the gives indication on
the properties of the dataset, to the extraction of local patterns and global
models that show the hidden correlations of the geometric aspects of the
trajectories. However, these steps alone are may be not enough for a proper
understanding and interpretation of mobility data in terms of movement
behavior.

The main outcome of a mobility knowledge discovery process is to ex-
tract behavior from raw trajectory data. In the following, we report some
examples of interesting trajectory behavior. Later we will show how they
can be extracted using the introduced methodology M-Atlas methodology.

Spatio-Temporal Behaviors: these behaviors are characterized by the
geometric properties of the trajectories. They can be individual or collective.
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Examples of individual spatio-temporal behavior are:

Residence: A trajectory shows the Residence behavior within the area A
for the time interval I if during the whole time interval I all its spatio-
temporal positions are located inside the area A.

SystematicMovement: A trajectory represents a systematic movement if it
entails a frequent movement pattern of the user over a time period.

Examples of collective spatio-temporal behavior are:

Flock: A set of trajectories shows the Flock behavior during a given time
interval T when all the trajectories of the set stay close to each other
during the time interval T. Or more precisely: at each instant t of
the time interval T there is a circle such that 1) its radius is smaller
than a given threshold, and 2) it contains the positions at t of all the
trajectories [77].

Convergence: (also called Encounter) A set of trajectories shows the Con-
vergence behavior if every trajectory of the set roughly passes by the
same point at the same instant.

Leadership: Let S be a set of trajectories showing the Flock behavior. A
trajectory T of S shows the Leadership behavior during some given
time interval if during the time interval, each time the flock S moves,
T is ahead of the other trajectories of the flock S.

Semantic Behaviors: these behaviors are identified by semantic prop-
erties of the trajectories. Some examples are listed below. Again, we can
distinguish between individual or collective behaviors. Individual behaviors
include Home, Work, HomeToWork, Commuter as depicted below:

Home: is the most frequent place where the user’s trajectories are resident.

Work: is the second most frequent place where the user’s trajectories are
resident.

HomeToWork: A trajectory shows the HomeToWork behavior if: The tra-
jectory starts in the Home place and ends in the Work place.

CommuterMovement: A trajectory which is a SystematicMovement and a
HomeToWork where the Home is ”outside” the city urban area and the
Work is ”inside” or viceversa.
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Examples of collective semantic behaviors are StuckInTrafficJam, Event
and TouristGuide as described below:

StuckInTrafficJam: A car trajectory shows the StuckInTrafficJam behavior
if it is part of a Flock where the speed is always lower than 1/4 of the
free speed in that area.

Events: A public place where several trajectories Converge and then Reside
for a time interval I.

Tourist Guide: a pedestrian trajectory which is a SystematicMovement start-
ing from a place labeled as ”information center” which become Leader
of a group of trajectories.

To translate the behavior definitions as composition of the three KDD
steps we show how this can be done in the M-Atlas system for the StuckIn-
TrafficJam behavior. Consider a table called Observations containing the raw
points collected by the GPS devices for all the users. This table is composed
by four columns: ¡userID, lon, lat, timestamp¿. The first M-Atlas query rep-
resents the Pre-Processing step which builds the trajectories according to
the spatio-temporal constraints of 3 hours and 50 meters respectively. This
is done to cut the movement of the users into trips describing real activities
and thus avoiding the long stops during the night or during the working
time.

CREATE DATA Trajectories AS MOVING_POINTS
FROM (SELECT t.userID, t.lon, t.lat, t.timestamp

FROM Observations)
SET MOVING_POINTS.MAX_TIME_GAP = 3 hours AND

MOVING_POINTS.MAX_SPACE_GAP = 50 meters

the result is a table called Trajectories with the three columns ¡userID,
trajID, trajectory¿. We can notice here as trajectory becomes a data type
into the system. After the data preparation step we can start executing
the data mining task. Using the T-Flock algorithm we want to obtain the
groups composed by at least 10 cars with a maximal distance of 20 meters
between them for a time period of at least 5 minutes. These parameters have
been chosen as a reasonable approximation of what a traffic jam represents.
However, it really depends on the application and the analyzed city. Bigger
cities requires larger parameters to be identified as really traffic jams.

CREATE MODEL Flocks USING T-FLOCK
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FROM (SELECT trajID, trajectory FROM Trajectories)
SET T-FLOCK.MIN_SUPPORT = 10 AND

T-FLOCK.MAX_SPACE_GAP = 20 meters AND
T-FLOCK.MIN_DURATION = 5 minutes

Once again, the result is a table called Flocks where the patterns are
stored. At this point we can move to the post-processing step. There
are two things that need to be done in order to complete the process: (i)
compute the free speed in the area of each flock; (ii) selecting only the flock
with a speed lower than 1/4 of the computed free speed. For the first task,
we use the spatial transformation Intersection between the T-Flock pattern
and a trajectory:

CREATE TRANSFORMATION SubTrajectories USING INTERSECTION
FROM (SELECT flockID, flock FROM Flocks),

(SELECT trajID, trajectory FROM Trajectories)
SET INTERSECTION.ONLY_SPATIAL = true

The resulting table SubTrajectories contains the parts of trajectories which
intersect only the spatial component of the Flock: in other word we are con-
sidering the whole set of vehicles which pass in that area in the period of
analysis. From this set of sub-trajectories we extract the average speed as
an estimation of the free speed:

CREATE TRANSFORMATION FreeSpeeds USING STATISTICS
FROM (SELECT flockID, trajID, trajectory

FROM SubTrajectories)

The result is a table of statistics for each trajectory in the source table
(including the average speed). The second task is computing the speed of
the Flocks to compare it to the free speed. We see the use of the TRANS-
FORMATION statement followed by a CREATE TABLE.

CREATE TRANSFORMATION FlockSpeeds USING STATISTICS
FROM (SELECT flockID, flock FROM Flocks)

CREATE TABLE TrafficJams AS
SELECT f.flockID, f.flock
FROM FlockSpeeds s, Flocks f, FreeSpeeds fs
WHERE s.flockID = f.flockID AND

s.flockID = fs.FLOCK ID AND
s.avg_speed <= fs.avg_speed*.25
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Figure 2.16: The process of extracting Traffic Jams from the data. (a) Using
the T-Flock algorithm all the candidates are extracted; (b) The patterns are
colored based on ratio between their speed and the free speed in the same
area (Blue¿1, Red¡1); (c) The patterns with a speed lower than 1/4 of the
free speed.

Once identified the traffic jams, we can retrieve the trajectories of the
users which are stuck using the Entail relation predicate:

CREATE RELATION StuckInTrafficJam USING ENTAIL
FROM (SELECT flockID, flock FROM TrafficJams),

(SELECT userID, trajID, trajectory)

The obtained table contains the set of trajectories of the users which
are part of a traffic jam (identified by flockID). In Figure 2.16 we visualize
some of the steps visualized on the map. However, it is important to notice
how tstep does not finish analysis. In fact, the selected trajectories can be
further analyzed to determine, for example, the reasons of the traffic jams.
An example is to merge the StuckInTrafficJam with the CommuterMovement
to discover a possible relations of Traffic jam with the commuting behavior.

Another way to get semantic behavior from trajectories analysis is to use
automatic tools which build the process from an high level representation
of the knowledge. An example of this induction - deduction combination
is the framework Athena [16], an extension of M-Atlas that is an attempt
to exploit ontologies in the mobility knowledge discovery process. Athena
represents application domain knowledge into an ontology where axioms
define the behavior we want to find in the data. For example, the Commuter
behavior can be defined in an axiom as a trajectory moving from outside
the city in the morning, stopping a long time in the city center, then moving
back from center to the outside in the afternoon. The commuter behavior
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Figure 2.17: The ontology used in the Athena system in order to discover
HomeToWork behavior

is a special case of HomeToWork where the Home is outside the city and
Work is inside the city. Furthermore, the mapping between the trajectories,
patterns and the ontology is formalized so that the trajectories, the mobility
patterns and the geographical knowledge become instances in the ontology.
A reasoning engine is run in order to classify patterns and trajectories into
the appropriate behavior as defined by the axioms (e.g. the trajectories
satisfying the HomeToWork behavior).

In Fig.2.17 we present an example of the ontology definition for the
HomeToWork behavior, this is used by the system. Moreover, a special func-
tion called SEMANTIC(object) is defined in M-Atlas returning all the ontology
classes in which the object is classified. Therefore, with the query:

SELECT t.id, t.object
FROM trajectories t
WHERE ’HomeToWork behavior’ in SEMANTIC(t.trajectory)

we obtain all the trajectories which are classified as HomeToWork. At
this point the user can combine the results with a concept of inside area
and outside area of the city contained in a table called areas to extract the
CommuterMovement using the following query:

CREATE TABLE CommuterMovement AS
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Figure 2.18: The trajectories obtained from the Commuter movement analy-
sis.

SELECT t.trajId, t.trajectory
FROM trajectories t, areas a, areas a2
WHERE ’HomeToWork behavior’ in SEMANTIC(t.trajectory)
AND ’Systematic movement’ in SEMANTIC(t.trajectory)
AND ST_contains(ST_PointN(trajectory,first), a.area)
AND ST_contains(ST_PointN(trajectory,last), a2.area)
AND a.label = ’outside’ and a2.label = ’inside’

where the ST contains7 is a spatial predicate which checks if a point is
contained in a specific area. In Fig.2.18 we show an example of the resulting
trajectories. Similarly to the Traffic Jam analysis we can finally combine the
two analyses obtaining the commuters which are stuck in a traffic jam:

e

SELECT sj.userID, sj.flock
FROM CommuterMovement cm, StuckInTrafficJam sj
WHERE cm.trajID = sj.trajID

7This function and the other used in the query are inherit from PostGIS extension and can
be used directly in the M-Atlas system, even if they consider only the spatial component of
the geometries.
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This section introduced a step by step KDD process for mobility under-
standing by using examples from the use of the M-Atlas system. We have
shown how specific techniques have to be applied to each step in order to
find meaningful behaviors. We also have pointed out the possibility of using
ontologies for the pattern post processing where application domain knowl-
edge is explicitly represented into the process. However, the main message
derived from this experience in extracting behavior from data is that data
mining alone - even when applied to trajectory data - is not enough to trans-
form data into knowledge. This is a complex process that must take into
account contextual knowledge. Although we made an attempt to propose a
systematic process to get behavior form data, we have to highlight the fact
that currently the several proposals in the literature that are making their
first steps into this field and more work have to be carried out to organize
and standardize a real mobility knowledge discovery process.

An advanced vision of semantic enrichment is that of a system that con-
tinuously and automatically enriches its own understanding of the context
and content of the data it is receiving, by comparing it to its existing knowl-
edge base and then building increasingly smarter classifiers upon that store.
More generally, the overall repertoire of semantic enrichment needs to be
adaptive with respect to the continuous progress of sensing devices, to im-
prove its capability to map human behavior along multiple dimensions, and
to become increasingly intelligent with use, by incorporating machine learn-
ing techniques.

2.3 Mobility Network Science

Fueled by a wealth of data collected by a wide range of high-throughput
tools and technologies, advances in human mobility and network science
have rapidly proliferated during the past decade, impacting in a meaning-
ful fashion a wide array of disciplines, from physics and computer science
to cell biology and economics. Indeed, technology has inundated us with
huge amounts of information about human activity patterns, offering access
to patterns of human behavior at an unprecedented level of details. These
large-scale datasets, offering objective description on human activity pat-
terns, have started to reshape, and are expected to fundamentally alter, our
discussions on quantifying and understanding human behavior, from mobil-
ity patterns to their interactions.

Indeed, the data windfall have brought together researchers from di-
verse backgrounds to quantify, model, and predict patterns of human activ-
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ities. Human mobility, aiming at quantifying and modeling human move-
ments, has attracted particular interest in recent years, partly due to its
crucial role in various domains, from urban planning and virus spreading to
emergency response. On the other hand, much effort has been devoted to
understanding the interconnectedness of individuals, i.e., how people inter-
act and exchange information with others. Fueled by advances in human
mobility and social networks, the interplay between these two aspects starts
to emerge as a new focus in our journey of understanding human behavior.

The aim of this chapter is to review some of the important findings on
human mobility and network science, from empirical observations and scal-
ing properties to generative and predictive models. We will also discuss
some recent advances on the interplay between human mobility and social
networks.

2.3.1 Models of human mobility

Motion models: Brownian motion and Lvy flights

In 1827, while he was studying sexual relations of plants, botanist Robert
Brown noticed that granules contained in grains of pollen were in constant
motion, and that this motion was not caused by currents in the fluid or
evaporation [25]. He thought at first that they were jiggling around be-
cause they were alive or because of the organic nature of the matter, so
he did the same experiment with dead organic matter and inorganic mat-
ter finding there was just as much jiggling. The movement evidently had
nothing to do with the substance ever being alive or dead, and this left him
and his contemporaries with a puzzling question: What is this mysterious
perpetuum motion that keeps the pollen moving?
A possible explanation for the so-called Brownian motion8, is that all the
molecules in the fluid are in vigorous motion, and these tiny granules are
moved around by this constant battering from all sides as the fluid molecules
bounced off. Imagine we are in the middle of a crowd and there is a big bal-
loon. As the individuals move around, they push the balloon from all direc-
tions: sometimes the balloon will move to the left, occasionally to the right,
overall displaying a random, jittery motion. A particle of pollen behaves like
a really huge balloon in the midst of a dense crowd.

Such atomic-molecular thesis was guessed by Einstein, who in 1905 pub-
lished a theoretical analysis of Brownian motion and showed that the mean

8The first observation of Brownian motion was reported in 1785 by the Dutch physician
Jan Ingenhaysz. However, Brown was the first to discover the ubiquity of the phenomenon.
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distance reached by particles from the first collision point must grow with
the square root of time. It means, for example, that after 4 seconds, the
distance is only twice (

√
4 = 2) the one found after a second, and not four

times as insight would suggest. Einstein’s calculations were confirmed ex-
perimentally in 1908 by physicist Jean Baptiste Perrin [81], who convinced
even the most skeptical about the validity of atomic-molecular hypothesis.

Before Einstein, Louis Bachelier derived indipendently several mathe-
matical properties of Brownian motion [?], including the equation for the
probability P (x, t) for the position x of a Brownian random walker at time
t, when the walker starts as the origin at time t = 0. The equation for
P (x, t) in one dimension is given by the diffusion equation, with a Gaussian
solution. Therefore, a Brownian motion is basically a random walk with
a normal distribution for the position of the random walker after a time t,
with the variance proportional to t. It means that that random walkers tend
to travel roughly the same distance between sightings.

However, there are situations in which equations for Brownian motion
are no longer applicable. An example occurs if the jumps are of very large
distances: this is the case of some animal movements. Measurements on
albatrosses, monkeys and marine predators [40, 33, 35, 34], suggested that
animal trajectories are different from the Brownian motion, and they are
better approximated by the so-called Lvy-flight. The French mathematician
Paul Lvy investigated in the 1930’s the mathematics of random walks with
infinite moments. A random walk of N steps is a sum of N indipendent
and identically distributed random variables with mean µ = 0 and variance
σ2, that is SN = X1 + X2 + . . . + XN . Lvy posed a question of when the
probability distribution PN (x) of the sum of N steps have a similar form
as the probability distribution of a single step p(x). For walks with finite
jump variances, the central limit theorem implies that the overall probabil-
ity PN (x) is a Gaussian9. For infinite variance random walks, the Fourier
transform of p(x) has the form p̄(k) = e−|k|

β
with β < 2. The Gaussian

distribution (Brownian motion case) corresponds to β = 2, and the Cauchy
distribution corresponds to β = 1. Therefore Lvy-flights are a generalization
of Brownian motions (Figure 2.19).

When the absolute value of x is large, p(x) is approximately |x|−(1−β),
which implies that the second moment of p(x) is infinite when β < 2. This
means that there is no characteristic size for the random walk jumps, except
in the Gaussian case of β = 2. It is just this absence of a characteristic size
the makes Lvy random walks scale-invariant fractals.

9In particular, PN (x) =
√

(2πNσ2)e
− x2

2Nσ2 ..
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Figure 2.19: Brownian motion and Lvy-flight

Human mobility patterns

Are human movements similar to those of grains of pollen, following a
Brownian motion, or are they governed by Lvy-flight, like arbatrosses and
monkeys? Or do they follow their own laws? To answer above questions,
we need to observe humans under a microscope, like Perrin observed atoms
and was able to experimentally confirm Einstein’s theory. The technological
era, at last, allows us to track human mobility and to test models, thanks
to the exploding prevalence of mobile phones, GPS, and other handheld
devices. Such devices are our microscopes.

In 2006, Dirk Brockmann and his colleagues proposed using the geo-
graphic circulation of bank notes in the United States as proxy for human
traffic, based on the idea that individuals transport money as they travel
[24]. They analyzed data collected at the largest online bill-tracking Web-
site www.wheresgeorge.com, and found that most bills remain in the vicinity
of their initial entry, yet a small but a significant number have traversed dis-
tances of the order of the size of USA (Figure 2.20), consistent with the
intuitive notion that short trips occur more frequently that long ones.

The researchers calculated that the probabilty P (r) of a bank note travers-
ing a distance r in two weeks period over a range of distances between 10
and 3500 km follows a power law:

P (r) ∼ r−(1+β) (2.1)

with an exponent β ≈ 0.6. Assuming that individual bills perform a
random walk with a probability distribution P (r) for distance at every step,
and that the distribution of rests between displacement also follow a power
law φ(t) ∼ t−(1+α), Brockmann’s team found that the typical distance X(t)
from the initial starting point as a function of time is a power law:
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Figure 2.20: Short time trajectories of dollar bills in the United States. Lines
connect origin and destination locations of bank notes that traveled for less
than a week.

X(t) ∝ t1/β . (2.2)

As we know, for Brownian motion the distance X(t) scales according
to the square-root law. For a power law the variance diverge for exponents
β < 2 and it implies that bank note dispersal lacks a typical length scale, it is
fractal, and the bill trajectories resemble Lvy-flights. Lvy-flights are superdif-
fusive; they disperse faster than ordinary random walks. This discovery was
a major breakthrough in understanding human mobility on global scales. In
light of this discovery, in dispersal humans are similar to animals.
As in the case of networks, however, our intuition suggests that we do not
move completely random. There are regularities in our lives: most of us
have a home, a work, an hobby. These activities necessarily shape our tra-
jectories. Instead, if we do follow a pure Lvy flight we rarely find our way
back home, but our position increasingly moves away from the initial one.

To further investigate human mobility patterns, in 2008 Barabási and his
team analyzed the trajectory of 100,000 anonymized mobile phone users
whose position is tracked for a six-month period [67]. Contrary to bills,
mobile phones are carried by the same individual during his daily routine,
offering the best proxy to capture individual human trajectories. An imme-
diate result of the research was that the distribution of displacements ∆r
between user’s positions at consecutive calls over all users is well approxi-
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mated by a truncated power-law:

P (∆r) = (∆r + ∆r0)−βexp(−∆r/κ) (2.3)

with exponent β = 1.75±0.15, ∆r0 = 1.5 km and some cutoff values κ. Such
equation suggests that human motion follows a truncated Lvy flight, appar-
ently confirming in a certain way observations on bank notes. However,
differences from randomness emerge from other measures. The distribu-
tion P (rg) of radius of gyration rg, the characteristic distance travelled by
a user when observed up to time t, also follows a power law, in contrast
with random walks (Figure 2.21). So, most people usually travel in close
vicinity to their home location, while a few frequently make long journeys.
Furthermore, the probability Fpt(t) that a user returns to the position where
he was first observed after t hours shows several peaks at 24 h, 48 h and 72
h (Figure 2.21), capturing the recurrence and temporal periodicity inherent
to human mobility.

Figure 2.21: The distribution P (rg) of the radius of gyration measured for
the users. The solid line represents a similar truncated power-law fit. The
dotted, dashed and dot-dashed curves show P (rg) obtained from random
walk, pure and truncated Lvy flights models. The picture on the right shows
that the prominent peaks capture the tendency of humans to return regu-
larly to the locations they visited before, in contrast with the smooth asymp-
totic behaviour (solid line), predicted for random walks.

The most important result was the finding that, after appropriate rescal-
ing aiming to remove the anisotropy and the rg dependence, all individuals
seem to follow tha same universal probability distribution Φ̃(x̃, ỹ) that an
individual is in a given position (x, y) (Figure 2.22 b). Individuals display
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Figure 2.22: a, The probability density function Φ(x, y) of finding a mobile
phone user in a location (x, y) in the user’s intrinsic reference frame. The
three plots, from left to right, were generated for 10, 000 users with: rg ≤ 3,
20 ≤ rg ≤ 30 and rg > 100 km. The trajectories become more anisotropic
as rg increases. b, After scaling each position, the resulting probability dis-
tribution has approximately the same shape for each group.

significant regularity, because they return to a few highly frequented loca-
tions, such as home or work. This regularity does not apply to the bank
notes: a bill always follows the trajectory of its current owner; that is, dollar
bills diffuse, but humans do not. Song et al. [?] extended the experiment
to a larger dataset and measured the distribution of the visiting time (the
interval ∆t a user spends at one location). The resulting curve is well ap-
proximated by a truncated power-law with an exponent β = 0.8 ± 0.1 and
a cutoff of ∆t = 17 h, witch the authors connected with the typical awake
period of humans. Additionally, improving the result in [67], the authors
found that fk, the frequency at which a user visits its kth most visited loca-
tion, follows a Zipf’s law (fk ∼ k−ξ) with parameter ξ ≈ 1.2± 0.1. This also
suggest that the probability of a user visiting a given location a number of
times equal to f follows P (f) ∼ f−1+1/ξ.
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Predictability of human mobility

What is the role of randomness in human behavior and to what degree is
human behavior predictable? This question is crucial, because the quan-
tification of the interplay between the predictable and the unforeseeable is
very important in a range of applications. From predicting the spread of
human and electronic viruses to city planning and resource management in
mobile communications, our ability to foresee the whereabouts and mobility
of individuals can help us to improve or save human lives.

In 2009, Song et al. provided a quantitative evaluation of the limits in
predictability for human walks, using a 3-month-long mobile phone dataset
of about 50, 000 individuals [98]. The authors defined three entropy mea-
sures: the random entropy Srand

i in the case of location visited with equal
probability; the entropy Sunc

i that depends only on frequencies of visits; and
the real entropy Si that considers the probability of finding particular time-
ordered subsequences in the trajectory. To characterize the predictability
across the user population, they determined these three entropies per each
user i, and calculated the distributions P (Srand

i ), P (Sunc
i ) and P (Si), i.e. the

frequency of entropy values. As shown in Figure 2.23A, P (Si) has a peak in
S = 0.8 indicating that the real uncertainty in a typical user’s whereabouts is
20.8 ≈ 1.74. It means that a user who chooses randomly his or her next loca-
tion could be found on average in two locations. A big difference emerges in
respect to the random entropy, for which the peak at S = 6 implies 26 ≈ 64
locations.

To represent the fundamental limit for each individual’s predictability,
Song et al. defined the probability Π that an appropriate algorithm can
predict correctly the user’s future whereabouts. If a user with entropy S
moves between N locations, then his predictability is bounded by the maxi-
mal predictability Πmax(S, N). For a user with Πmax = 0.2, this means that,
no matter how good the predictive algorithm is, only in the 20% of the time
can we hope to predict his whereabouts. They determined Πmax separately
for each user and found that the distribution P (Πmax) is peaked around
Πmax ≈ 0.93. Figure 2.23B highlights that Πrand and Πunc are instead inef-
fective predictive tools.

Despite the apparent randomness of the individual’s trajectories, in a
historical record of the daily mobility pattern of the users there is a poten-
tial 93% average predictability in user mobility, an exceptionally high value
rooted in the inherent regularity of human behavior. The most suprising is
the lack of variability in predictability across the population, obtained by
explored impact of home, language groups, population density and rural
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Figure 2.23: (A) The distribution of the entropies S, Srand and Sunc across
45, 000 users. (B) The distribution of Πmax, Πrand and Πunc across all users.
(C). The dependence of Πmax on the user’s radius of gyration rg. For rg > 10
km, Πmax is largely indipendent of rg. (D). The fraction of time a user
spends in the top n most visited locations, the resulting measure Π̃ repre-
senting an upper bound of predictability Πmax.

versus urban environment. Altough the population has an inherent etero-
geneity, the maximal predictability Πmax varies very little, there are no users
whose predictability would be under 80%.

Since, knowing the history of a person’s movements, we can poten-
tially foresee his current location with extremely high success probability,
advanced data mining and knowledge discovery techniques can be used to
find patterns in a structure and regularity in human mobility. Several classes
of pattern could be of interest, within a KDD process. In [?], is suggested a
classification of human mobility pattern in temporal, social and spatial pat-
terns. At a temporal level, human movements can be periodic (very regular
and repetitive trajectories), aperiodic (frequent returns without strict regu-
larity) and sporadic (unrepeated walks in new sites). Think about, respec-
tively, daily travels to work and home, weekend travel to friends’ homes, and
una tantum holidays all over the world. We can also consider predictability
in the context of patterns observed in the structure of trajectories. Depend-
ing on different spatial temporal scales, we can imagine centric movements
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(home town and neighboring cities), orbits (from home, to work or gym) or
completely random movements. Finally, social aspect is a driving force that
define our mobility behavior, as well. Knowing social surroundings helps
predict person’s location, because substantial part of our free time is usually
spent with our friends. In this case we have three main patterns: meetings
(the goal is to meet social contacts), group trips (organized movements),
and individual trips. Figure 2.24, summarize above classification.

Figure 2.24: Patterns in human mobility traces.
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2.3.2 Introduction to network science

Network science is a scientific discipline that examines the interconnections
among diverse physical, engineered, information, biological, cognitive, se-
mantic and social networks.
A network has a very flexible definition: it is a set of nodes connected by
links. In mathematical terms a network is represented by a graph, a pair
of sets G = {V,E}, where V is a set of n nodes and E is a set of edges
that connects elements of V . According to the definition, any system with
coupled elements can be represented as a network, so that our world is full
of networks.
The scientific study of networks has its roots in eighteenth century when the
legendary mathematician Leonhard Euler solved the famous Seven Bridges
of Königsberg problem [36]. In his short paper of 1736, he inadvertently
started the immense branch of graph theory, the basis for our thinking about
networks. The field of graph theory continued to develop, and specific net-
works like regular and desordered lattices were main objects of study in
physics and natural sciences up to the end of the 20th century. However,
most natural and artificial networks, from the Internet to biological and so-
cial networks, does not resemble lattices.

2.3.3 Random graphs

In the twentieth century an important breakthrough has been the theory of
random graphs, introduced by Solomonoff and Rapoport [97] and indepen-
dently by Erdös and Rnyi [32]. In their seminal paper, the latters defined
a random graph Gn,m as n labeled nodes connected by m edges, chosen
randomly from the n(n − 1)/2 possible edges. All possible graphs10 with
n nodes and m edges form a probability space in which every realization
is equiprobable. In an alternative and equivalent definition of a random
graph Gn,pwe start with n nodes, every pair of nodes being connected with
probability p.

Studies of several mathematicians in random graph theory showed some
major outcomes: the degree distribution follow a Poisson distribution [19];
random graphs tends to have small diameters11 and the diameter is similar
to the average path length (we say random networks have the small-world
effect); most nodes are assigned approximately the same number of nodes,

10This number is due by the binomial coefficient Cn
n(n−1)/2

11For all graphs with n nodes and probability p, the range of variation of diameter is small,
and concentrated around d = lnn

ln〈k〉
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Lactual Lrandom Cactual Crandom

Film actors 3.65 2.99 0.79 0.00027
Power grid 18.7 12.4 0.080 0.005
C. elegans 2.65 2.25 0.28 0.05

Table 2.1: Characteristic path length L and clustering coefficient C for three
real networks, compared to random graphs with the same number of ver-
tices (n) and average number of edges per vertex (k)

so nodes with a significantly greater or smaller degree are rare; if the mean
degree 〈k〉 = pn < 1 then a random graph is tipically composed by iso-
lated trees, else if 〈k〉 > 1 there is a phase transition and a giant component
emerges.
The random graph theory has dominated scientific thinking about networks
since 1959 and it was the first attempt to describe networks in communi-
cation and life sciences. Erdös and Rnyi described networks as completely
random. However, our insight suggests that behind a complex system there
is an underlying network with nonrandom topology. Measurements of real
world networks made at the end of last century confirmed this intuition and
showed that real networks differ from random graphs in several character-
istics.

Small-world model

In 1998, Watts and Strogatz [106] analyzed the neural network of the
worm C. elegans, the collaboration graphs of film actors and the western
U.S. power grid, and found that these systems does resemble random graph
in having small characteristic path lengths, but does not in having a high
clustering coefficient, a measure very low in random network but typical
of regular lattices (Table 2.1). They called them ’small-world’ networks, in
analogy with the famous small-world phenomenon discovered in the sixties
by sociologist Stanley Milgram [69], a wonder also popularly known as six
degrees of separation thanks to a play by John Guare [47]. In a primary
paper of 1967, Milgram decided to see whether in the ”small-world experi-
ence” (an unknown person we meet, knows a person we know) there was
more to the phenomenon than just anecdotes. He described an experiment
in which he asked Midwestern volunteers to send packages to strangers in
Boston. The midwesterns were not allowed to mail the packages directly
but had to relay them through personal contacts. Milgram reported that
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the average number of intermediaries for completed chains was surprisingly
5.5, which made for a six-linked chain. The highly clustered nature of net-
works was guessed in social context by Granovetter [46], who argued that
the network behind our society consists of small, fully connected circles of
friends connected by strong ties. Weak ties connect the members of these
cliques to their acquaintance, who have strong ties to their own friends.
Recently, both the ”small-world effect” and the clustered nature was discov-
ered in a lot of natural and artificial networks like the WWW [82, 3], the
Internet [92, 86], food webs [84], cellular networks [51], scientific collab-
oration networks [4, 73, 74, 75], in the neural network of worm C. elegans
[106, 93], in email contacts networks [85], in the Messenger contacts net-
work [54]. These findings suggest that pioneering results of Milgram and
Granovetter are pervasive in networks, in nature and technology.

With the aim of creating a model that fits the observed characteristics,
Watts and Strogatz defined the small-world model: a procedure to inter-
polate between regular and random networks.

The intuition behind the Watts-Strogatz model is to start from a regular
network, for instance a ring, in which each node is connected to its k nearest
neighbors. The small-world model is then created by taking each edge in
turn and, with probability p, moving one end of that edge to a new location
chosen uniformly at random from the lattice, except that no double edges
or self-edges are ever created. In a variation of this model [68], there is
no rewiring, but a few extra link are added, connecting randomly selected
nodes.
When p = 0, we have a regular lattice, with a very high clustering coefficient
and high geodesic distances. When p = 1, every edge is rewired and we have
a random graph, with small-world effect, and very low clustering. Between
these two extremes 0 < p < 1, there exists a wide region for which the
model has both low path lengths and high clustering.

Watts and Strogatz quantified structural properties of small-world net-
works by their characteristic path length L(p) and clustering coefficient
C(p). They found that there is a broad interval of p over which L(p) is
almost as small as Lrandom, and yet C(p) � Crandom. The introduction of
shortcuts connects nodes that would otherwise be much farther apart than
Lrandom. For small p, each shortcut has a highly nonlinear effect on L, con-
tracting the distance not just between the pair of nodes that it connects, but
between their immediate neighbourhoods, neighbourhoods of neighbour-
hoods and so on. By contrast, an edge removed from a clustered neighbour-
hood to make a short cut has, at most, a linear effect on C; hence C(p)
remains practically unchanged for small p even though L(p) drops rapidly.
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The important implication here is that at the local level (as reflected by
C(p)), the transition to a small world is almost undetectable (figure 2.25).

Figure 2.25: Variation of L(p) and C(p) with the probabilty p.

The small-world model attracted a lot of interest around science of net-
works. However, it could explain how Milgram’s experiment got near their
targets, but not in how they ultimately found them. To investigate con-
ditions in which individuals are adept at finding small chains, Jon Klein-
berg [60, 59] considered a model based on the small-world network and
on a decentralized algorithm inspired by Milgram’s experiment. However,
rather than using a ring as the basic structure, Kleinberg began from a two-
dimensional grid and allowed edges to be directed. In the grid, the local
contacts of each node are the nodes within lattice distance p ≥ 1. For q ≥ 0
and r ≥ 0, also there are long-range contacts from a node to q other nodes
using independent random trials; the i-th directed edge from u has end-
point v with probability proportional to d(u; v)−r. So viewing p and q as
fixed constants, r is the only parameter of the model.

Now, a message is to be sent within this network. The transmission
model is as follows: we start with two arbitrary nodes in the network, source
node s and target node t. The goal is to transmit the message from s to t
with as few steps as possible. The algorithm is decentralized, that is the
current message holder u knows only the set of local contacts among all
nodes, the position of target node t on the grid, and the locations and long-
range contacts of all nodes that have come in contact with the message. The
most important result of Kleinberg is that r = 2 is the only possible param-
eter for r in the two-dimensional grid where a decentralized algorithm is
able to perform the transmission task in expected O(logn) steps. This effi-
ciency is measured as the expected delivery time, i.e., the number of steps
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before the message reaches its target. He generalized these results for multi-
dimensional spaces: for any k-dimensional space, a decentralized algorithm
can construct paths of length polynomial in O(logn) if and only if r = k.

Scale-free model

Recent measurements showed that in any real network, some nodes (the
hubs) are more highly connected than others. Think about Yahoo! for the
Web, ATP protein for metabolic networks, Heathrow for air traffic network,
an important person for social networks. To quantify this effect, we use the
degree distribution P (k), the fraction of nodes that have degree k. The sim-
ple Erdös - Rnyi model predict a Poisson distribution for P (k), but for many
real networks P (k) is highly skewed and decays much more slowly than a
Poisson, following a power law P (k) ∼ k−γ . These networks are called scale-
free, because they have not a scale, that is a characteristic node. Although
this distribution is not universal in networks [65] it is very common, and it is
observed in several artificial and natural networks, such as the WWW [82],
Internet backbone [83], metabolic reaction networks [51], the phone call
graph. For coauthorship networks of scientists [73, 74, 75, 2] the degree
distribution is fit better by a power law with an exponential cutoff, for the
power grid of western United States it is an exponential distribution [65],
for a social network of Mormons in Utah, P (k) is a gaussian [65]. Never-
theless, the scale-free case has stimulated a great deal of theorizing, in par-
ticular to explain why hubs and power law emerge in scale-free networks.
In 1999, Barabási and Albert [1] showed that the heavy-tailed degree dis-
tribution emerges because networks expand continuously by the addition
of new vertices. New nodes attach preferentially to sites that are already
well connected, thus richly connected nodes get richer. They indeed defined
a scale-free model (also known as Barabási-Albert model) based on these
two ingredients: growth and preferential attachment. We start from a small
number of nodes m0, and at every time step we add a new node with m
edges that link the node to m different vertices already present in the sys-
tem. The probability that a new node will be connceted to node i depends
on the connectivity ki of that node. After t time steps the model leads to a
random network with t+m0 nodes and mt edges. This network evolves into
a scale-invariant state with the probability that a node has k edges following
a power law with exponent γmodel = 2.9 + 0.1.

More sophisticated models include the effects of adding a rewiring links,
allowing nodes to age so that they can no longer accept new links, or varying
the form of preferential attachment.
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2.3.4 Combining human mobility and network science

Interplay between human mobility and social networks

The interplay between human mobility and social networks is a central point
in current research on human dynamics. On one hand, despite the pro-
claimed “end of geography” and the myth of living in a global village with
a bordless society, several works argued that with the Internet revolution
the importance of geographic proximity has dramatically increased. For in-
stance, several findings analyzed the probability of friendship in Facebook
or emails as a function of distance and confirmed the more cosmopolitan na-
ture of people living in metropolitan areas and that the volume of electronic
communications is inversely proportional to geographic distance, following
a Power Law. Thus, geographical locations and human mobility clearly in-
fluences the underlying social network. The fact of living in a big city or in
a small rural town, the presence of roads, harbors and airports, determines
the ease of moving and thus the structure of the social contacts.
On the other hand, human mobility itself may be shaped by social relation-
ships, because people may be more likely to visit places that their friends
and people similar to them visited in the past. For example, strong ties
with people living in other cities, as in the case of emigrants, could might
encourage a person to travel frequently to hometown.

The study of the interaction of social network and mobility needs large-
scale society-wide data that simultaneously capture the dynamical informa-
tion on individual movements and social interplays. Mobile phone networks
and location-based online social networks (LBSN) are very useful in this
sense, because provide at the same time temporal information and social
contacts (see Chapter 16).

Wang et al. [28] presented a data mining approach to the question of
to what extent individual mobility patterns shape and impact the social net-
work. Following the trajectories and communication patterns of approxi-
mately 6 Million mobile phone users over three months, they defined three
group of similarity measures: mobile-homophily (similarity in trajectories),
network proximity (distance in the call graph) and tie strength (number
of calls between two users). Exploring the correlation between these mea-
sures, researchers descovered that they strongly correlate with each other.
The more similar two user’s mobility patterns are, the higher is the chance
that they have close proximity in the social network, as well as the higher is
the intensity of their interactions.

Starting from these results, they designed a link prediction experiment,
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constructing the entire repertoire of both supervised and unsupervised clas-
sifiers, based either on network and/or mobility quantities. Results showed
that mobility on their own carry high predictive power, complarable to that
of network proximity measures. By combining both mobility and network
measures, in the supervised case authors obtained that only approximately
one fourth of the predicted new links were false positives, and only one third
of the actual links were missed by the predictor (Figure 2.26).

Figure 2.26: Precision of the best supervised classifiers found over increas-
ing fractions of missing links (used to balance the positive and negative
class), using only network measures, and combination of both.

Leskovec et al. [31] investigated the interaction of the person’s social
network structure and their mobility using datasets that capture human
movements from Gowalla, Brightkite and phone location trace data. Since
they uncovered a surprising increase of the effect of distant friends on an
individual’s mobility, they tried to understand if friendships influence where
people travel, or if it is more traveling that influences and shapes social net-
works. In order to measure the degree of causality in each direction, they
downloaded the Gowalla social network at two different time points t1 and
t2, three months apart. Considering friendships at time t1, they calculated
a set of checkins Ca that occurred after time t1 and quantified the influ-
ence of sociality on future movements by measuring what fraction of them
occurred within the vicinity of friend’s homes. Similarly, researchers exam-
ined the influence of mobility on creating new social ties by examining a
set of checkins Cb before time t1 and counted the fractions of checkins led
to creation of new friendships. They found that whereas there is, on aver-
age, a 61% probability that a user will visit a home of an existing friend, the
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probability that a checkin will lead to a new friendship is only 24%. Such re-
sults were confirmed in phone call data, with the influence of friendship on
individual’s mobility about 2.5 times greater than the influence of mobility
on creating friendships. Moreover, data also display a strong dependency
between probability of friendship and trajectory similarity, suggesting the
there is a strong presence of social and geographical homophily.

The most interesting aspect of such main findings in the interplay be-
tween sociality and mobility, is that they can be used to develop a model of
human mobility dynamics combining the periodic daily movement patterns
with the social movement effects coming from the friendship network.

Combining network science and data mining

Social mining pushes towards the convergence of the complementary strengths
and weaknesses of network science and data. The former is aimed at discov-
ering the global models of complex social phenomena, by means of statisti-
cal macro-laws governing basic quantities, which show the behavioral diver-
sity in society at large. Data mining is aimed at discovering local patterns of
complex social phenomena, by means of micro-laws governing behavioral
similarity or regularities in sub-populations. The dualistic approach is illus-
trated in Figure 2.27. In the overall set of individual movements across a
large city we observe a huge diversity: while most travels are short, a small
but significant fragment of travels are extraordinarily long; therefore, we
observe a long-tailed, scale-free distribution of quantities such as the travel
length and the users radius of gyration. Mobility data mining can automati-
cally discover travel patterns corresponding to set of travellers with similar
mobility: in such sub-populations the global diversity vanishes and simi-
lar behaviour emerges. The above dual scenario of global diversity (whose
manifestation is the emergence of scale-free distributions) and local reg-
ularity (within clusters, or behavioural profiles) is perceived today as the
signature of social phenomena, and seems to represent a foundational tenet
of computational social sciences. Although network science and data mining
emerged from different scientific communities using largely different tools,
we need to reconcile the macro vision of the first with the micro vision of
the second within a unifying theoretical framework, because each can ben-
efit from the other and together have the potential to support realistic and
accurate models for prediction and simulation of social phenomena.
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Figure 2.27: The GPS trajectories of tens of thousand cars observed for one
week in the city of Milan, Italy, and the power-law distribution of users ra-
dius of gyration and travel length (left); the work-home commuting patterns
mined from the previous dataset by trajectory clustering and the normal dis-
tribution of travel length within each discovered pattern (right).
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Chapter 3

First Year Achievements

The broad diffusion of location aware technologies like GPS sensors and
GSM devices provides the opportunity for a social microscope to observe
human movements in details. These data provide accurate spatial as well
as temporal information on movement patterns, allowing the travel behav-
ior of individuals to be monitored automatically, offering a potential solu-
tion to the challenges associated with conventional travel surveys. However,
large raw movement data are often semantically poor and they require novel
methods to infer richer semantic information about mobility behaviors and
activities of people. To this purpose we have explored how implicit seman-
tics can be extracted automatically by this kind of data exploiting automatic
mobility data analysis and user interaction and interpretation.

One of the main objective of the project is the combination of micro- and
macro-laws of human mobility. Exploiting the big data available, we have
now an unprecedented possibility to analyze quantitatively the behaviour
of human systems with the methods of statistical physics and data min-
ing. Thanks to the recent developments in the statistical physics of complex
networks, a series of theoretical, computational and analytical frameworks
are now available: concepts like centrality of nodes and robustness of the
structure have been quantified and tested in a variety of situations. Sim-
ilarly, the area of mobility data mining has gained remarkable insight in
extracting models describing collective mobility behaviour out of human
trajectories. A goal of this workpackage is to find a synthesis between this
two approaches: macro-laws of human mobility focus on asymptotic prop-
erties providing relative simple models that depends on a small number of
parameters; micro-laws emerging from mobility data mining enable us to
discover the statistically significant sub-populations where complexity dis-
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appears and regular behaviour appears.
In order for the patterns and models to be incorporated within the sim-

ulator, it is necessary that the extracted knowledge would be semantically
enriched with purpose and activities of people. The semantic annotation
of mobility patterns should exploit both the mobility and social networking
data and the contextual information of people whereabouts, like sociode-
mographic and geographic data as described in deliverable 1.1 from WP1.

The scientific activity of the workpackage is organized into three cate-
gories, according to the type of patterns and model extracted:

• individual patterns concentrate on personal history and highlight rele-
vant behaviors and activities of each moving person;

• collective patterns loose the details of the single user and they focus on
the phenomena emerging from people moving together in a territory;

• global models and complex system define the general rules of mobility
at a large scale and they bridge the first two kinds of patterns.

3.1 Individual Patterns

The point of view of individual patterns is given by the personal movement
history of each individual, with the objective of indentify relevant patterns.
In particular, this research activity is tailored at indentifiy three types of
individual patterns, that are detailed below.

3.1.1 Extraction of individual mobility profile

One of the basis for our research on this topic is the definition of a user’s
mobility profile [102]. The daily mobility of each user can be essentially
summarized by a set of single trips that the user performs during the day.
When trying to extract a mobility profile of users, our interest is in the trips
that are part of their habits, therefore neglecting occasional variations that
divert from their typical behavior. Therefore in order to identify the individ-
ual mobility profiles of users from their GPS traces, the following steps will
be performed - see Figure 3.1:

1. divide the whole history of the user into trips (Figure 3.1(a))

2. group trips that are similar, discarding the outliers (Figure 3.1(b))
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.1: Mobility profile extraction process: (a) trip identification; (b)
group detection/outlier removal; (c) selection of representative mobility
profiles.

3. from each group, extract a set of representative trips, to be used as
mobility profiles (Figure 3.1(c)).

Mobility Profile

Trips The history of a user is represented by the set of points in space
and time recorded by their mobility device:

Definition 3.1.1 (User history). The user history is defined as an ordered
sequence of spatio-temporal points H = 〈p1 . . . pn〉 where pi = (x, y, t) and
x, y are spatial coordinates and t is an absolute timepoint.

This continuous stream of information contains different trips made by
the user, therefore in order to distinguish between them we need to detect
when a user stops for a while in a place. This point in the stream will
correspond to the end of a trip and the beginning of the next one. We adopt
a heuristic-based approach for the detection of the stops. Thus we look for
points that change only in time; i.e. they keep the same spatial position for
a certain amount of time quantified by the temporal threshold thstop

temporal.
Specularly, a spatial threshold thstop

spatial is used to remove both the noise
introduced by the imprecision of the device and the small movements that
are of no interest for a particular analysis.

We indicate with S = 〈S1 . . . St〉 the set of all stops over H. Once we
have found the stops in the users history we can identify the trips:
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Figure 3.2: Trajectories of a user and the corresponding groups and routines
extracted (A and B). Of the 30 trips, 11 are part of group A, and 12 of group
B, while the remaining 7 are noise. The two routines are spatially similar,
yet move in opposite directions (points represent the end of trips), i.e., south
(A) vs. north (B).

Definition 3.1.2 (Trip). A trip is defined as a subsequence T of the user’s
history H between two consecutive stops in the ordered set S or between a
stop and the first/last point of H (i.e., p1 or pn).

The set of extracted trips T̄ = 〈T1 . . . Tc〉 in Fig. 3.1(a), are the basic
steps to create the user mobility profile. Notice that the thresholds thstop

spatial

and thstop
temporal are the knobs for expressing specific analytical requirements.

Trip Groups Our objective is to use the set of trips of an individual
user to find his routine behaviors. We do this by grouping together similar
trips based on concepts of spatial distance and temporal alignment, with
corresponding thresholds for both the spatial and temporal components of
the trips. In order to be defined as routine, a behavior needs to be supported
by a significant number of similar trips. The above ideas are formalized as
follows:

Definition 3.1.3 (Trip Group). Given a set of trips T̄ , spatial and temporal
thresholds thgroup

spatial and thgroup
temporal, a spatial distance function δ : T̄ 2 → R

and a temporal alignment constraint α : T̄ 2×R → B between pairs of trips,
and a minimum support threshold thgroup

support, a trip group for T̄ is defined as
a subset of trips g ⊆ T̄ such that:

1. ∀t1, t2 ∈ g.δ(t1, t2) ≤ thgroup
spatial ∧ α(t1, t2, th

group
temporal);

2. |g| ≥ thgroup
support.
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Condition 1 requires that the trips in a group are approximately co-
located, both in space and time, while condition 2 requires that the group is
sufficiently large. Again, the thresholds are the knobs that the analyst will
progressively tune the extraction process with.

Mobility Profile Each group obtained in the previous step represents
the typical mobility habit of a user, i.e., one of his routine movements. Here
we summarize the whole group by choosing the central element of such a
group:

Definition 3.1.4 (Routine). Given a trip group g and the distance function δ
used to compute it, its routine is defined as the medoid of the set, i.e.:

routine(g, δ) = arg min
t∈g

∑
t′∈g\{t}

δ(t, t′)

Notice that the temporal alignment is always satisfied over each pair of
trips in a group, therefore the alignment relation α does not appear in the
definition. Now we are ready to define the users mobility profile.

Definition 3.1.5 (Mobility Profile). Given a set of trip groups G of a user and
the distance function δ used to compute them, the user’s mobility profile is
defined as his corresponding set of routines:

profile(G, δ) = {routine(g, δ) | g ∈ G}

Mobility Profile Construction The definitions provided in the previ-
ous section were kept generic w.r.t. the distance function δ. Different choices
can satisfy different needs, possibly both conceptually (which criteria define
a good group/routine assignment) and pragmatically (for instance, simpler
criteria might be preferred for the sake of scalability). Obviously, the re-
sults obtained by different instantiations can vary greatly. Hence the crucial
point is the selection of groups of trajectories. Our proposal is to use a clus-
tering method to carry out this task. We choose a clustering algorithm for
trajectories consisting of two steps. First, a density-based clustering is per-
formed, thus removing noisy elements and producing dense – yet, possibly
extensive – clusters. Secondly, each cluster is split through a bisection k-
medoid procedure. Such method splits the dataset into two parts through
k-medoid (a variant of k-means) with k = 2, then the same splitting pro-
cess is recursively applied to each sub-group. Recursion stops when each
resulting sub-cluster is compact enough to fit within a distance threshold of
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its medoid, by removing sub-clusters that are too small. The bisection k-
medoid procedure guarantees that requirements 1 and 2 of Definition 3.1.3
are satisfied. The clustering method adopted is parametric w.r.t. a repertoire
of similarity functions, that includes: Ends and Starts functions, comparing
trajectories by considering only their last (respectively, first) points; Route
similarity, comparing the paths followed by trajectories from a purely spatial
viewpoint (time is not considered); Synchronized route similarity, similar to
Route similarity but considering also time.

The definition of mobility profile enables a proactive carpooling appli-
cation scenario where the profiles of a set of participants are extracted and
then analyzed to find matching profiles. The matched profiles are candi-
dates for sharing the car to perform the movements they have in common.
Using an extensive dataset of GPS traces from private vehicles we find that
approx. 70% of individuals have a matching profiles with another person,
thus potentially allowing the reduction of circulating vehicles by 30%. This
feasibility experiment has also been extended on movement data with a
spatial granularity comparable to GSM data, providing acceptable perfor-
mances.

This kind of online service for matching commuter profiles is helpful in
order for the carpooling service to be successful, due to the large community
involved. Such service is necessary but not sufficient because carpooling
requires rerouting and activity rescheduling along with candidate match-
ing. We advise to introduce services of this kind using a two step process
[18]: (1) an agent- based simulation is used to investigate opportunities
and inhibitors and (2) online matching is made available. We explored the
challenges to build the model and in particular investigated possibilities to
derive the data required for commuter behavior modeling from big data
(such as GSM, GPS and/or Bluetooth).

Mobility Diaries Mobility profiles portrait the systematic mobility and do
not consider occasional movement of an user. To compensate this approach,
we extend the analysis of individual mobility to derive a pattern capable of
modeling both occasional and systematic movement of an user. Precisely, we
are studying an analytical process with the objective of extracting a mobility
diary for an individual.

A Mobility Diary MD for a user u is a characterization of the movements
of a user on the basis of his/her sequence of stops and trips. A Mobility
Diary can be represented as a model that determine the location of a user
in a given time interval Tj = [t1, t2]. Formally, a Mobility Diary model for a
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Figure 3.3: Clustering of stop points for a single user. (left) Trajectories
(drawn with red line) of a user and their corresponding locations (circles
filled in green). (right) Details of a set of locations of the same user.

user u can be described as a probability function Pu(Li‖Tj) that assign the
likelihood of the user u to be in the location Li in the time interval Tj . The
process to extract a mobility diary consists of the following steps:

1. the mobility history of a user is divided into trips and stops;

2. the stops are aggregated by spatial similarity to derive a set of relevant
locations;

3. the movement of the user is generalized according to his/her relevant
locations.

The first step is similar to the initial step in the procedure to extract
mobility profiles. In the second step, a spatial generalization step is applied
to the stop points, by associating a set of points in a neighborhood to a
location: all the points are generalized according to a threshold δ, i.e. a set
of points are clustered if the maximum distance between any two points in
the cluster is within δ. This kind of generalization enable us to represent
each cluster with a compact notation consisting of the centroid of the points
in the cluster and the radius of the set r (where r ≤ δ). To cluster the
stops, we adopted the bisecting k-medoids procedure as explained above.
Figure 3.3 shows the locations extracted from the trajecories of a single
user.

The set of locations for a user u enables the description of the movement
of the user in terms of the sequence of movements from one location to the
successive one. Such a sequence is characterized by the time spent by the
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Figure 3.4: Mobility diary of an user by locations. (Left) A gantt represen-
tation of the locations of a user during a specific time interval: the range
axis contains the list of visited locations in descending order of frequency;
the domain axis represents the time dimension; a bar represents the stop
of the user in the location for the corresponding amount of time. (Right)
Summarization of the mobility of the user in a single day representation:
the chart represent the most probable location of the user at a given time of
the day. It is evident, in this example, the daily routine of the trip to work,
the trip to go back home for lunch and then the return to work.

user in each location and by the time intervals in which the user is moving
to change her location. From the actual locations we obtain a very precise
description of the position of the user along time. However, such description
is too detailed for a practical use. Instead, we want to extract a model that
would describe the typical behavior of the user in a cyclic time interval, e.g.
during a day. The Mobility Model is intended precisely for this abstraction.
Given a time interval T , the complete history of user’s locations is condensed
in T , by computing the probability of the user to be observed in a given
location at a time instant t ∈ T . To simplify the presentation, hereafter we
consider a day as the time interval T and a time granularity of one hour;
the probability of the position of the user is expressed as the probability of
finding the user in a location in a give hour of the day.

For example, Figure 3.4 shows the result of the extraction process. On
Figure 3.4(Right) the location visited by a user are represented as a gantt
chart: the rows represent the different location in order of frequency de-
scending, and the columns represent the time line. On the Figure 3.4(Left)
the movements of the user have been condensed in a single day and the
different curves represent the probability of the user to be in that location
at that time.

Despite the Mobility Diary is a compact representation of a typical day
of a user, there exists a model for each user observed in the input dataset.
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Thus, it is necessary to analyze the extracted Mobility Diaries in order to
find similarities and regularities in the data. Moreover, the Mobility Diary
refer to a set of location that have a validity for the single user. What is
missing is a semantic enrichment of such location in order to be able to
compare the location of a user with the locations of the other ones. The
activity extraction process is described in details in the following section.

Extraction of individual activities

The extraction and exploitation of activities is a central topic in the objec-
tives of the workpackage. During the first year several activities have been
activated by the partners to explore this semantic enrichment. We present
here the activity that are still in progress and that have produced prelimi-
nary papers that are under review or are going to be submitted in the next
months.

The general approach is to exploit traditional survey data collected with
the corresponding GPS traces. A proposal from IMOB (submitted to the
Journal of the Transportation Research Board) consists in a decision tree-
based model that considers activity start times and activity durations. Two
models, i.e. a predicted probability distribution and a point prediction
model, are derived from a decision tree classification. Two types of data is
being used, namely paper-and-pencil activity-travel diary data as the train-
ing/validation set and corresponding GPS data as the test set.An accuracy
of 74% is achieved when training the tree. The accuracy of the model for
the validation set, i.e. 72.5%, shows that over fitting is minimal. When
applying the model to the GPS test set, the performance is approx. 76% ac-
curate. The models constructed indicate the importance of time information
in the semantic enrichment process. The contribution of this study towards
future data collection is promising in that it enables researchers to automat-
ically infer activities solely from activity start time and duration information
obtained from GPS data.

A similar approach has also been studied for phone calling data (sub-
mitted to Journal of Expert Systems with Applications). IMOB is exploring
an integration between machine learning algorithms and the characteris-
tics of underlying activity-travel behavior which originates the movement
traces. Resulted from the nature of how activity and related travel deci-
sions are made in daily life, humans follow a high degree of spatial and
temporal regularities as well as sequential orders in activity-travel patterns.
The annotation process consists of four steps. First, we define a set of com-
prehensive temporal variables characterizing each calling location; feature
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selection techniques are then applied to choose the most effective variables
in the second step. Next, a set of state-of-the-art classifiers including Sup-
port Vector Machine, Logistic Regression, Decision Tree, and Random Forest
are employed to build classification models, and an additional ensemble of
the above model results is also tested. Finally, the inference performance
is further enhanced by a post processing algorithm based on sequential in-
formation. Using calling location data collected from 80 peoples real life
over more than a year, we evaluated our approach via a set of extensive ex-
periments. Based on the ensemble of the individual classifiers, we achieved
prediction accuracy of 69.7%. Furthermore, using the post processing al-
gorithm, the performance obtained a 7% improvement. The experiment re-
sults demonstrate the feasibility to infer activities using information drawn
from calling locations. The advantage of using this annotation approach is
that it does not depend on additional sensor data and geographic details,
the data collection cost is low and the results are generic to be deployed to
other areas. Both the methodology and data requirement needed to apply
this method are fairly simple.

The activity recognition task is also explored by taking advantage of the
Mobility Diary model proposed by CNR. Since a Mobility Diary for an user
u is a concise representation of his/her mobility we can reason about the
internal characteristics of this model and its relationships with the context.
In particular, a Mobility Diary model can be represented as a network where
nodes correspond to locations and edges correspond to travels between two
locations. In this phase it is crucial to attach semantic information both to
the nodes and to the edges. To achieve this objective, we are exploring a
machine learning approach exploiting the survey data provided by IMOB
(see Deliverable 1.1 from WP1). Each user provides two source of informa-
tion: a GPS trace collected by a PDA device and a paper-and-pencil survey
where he/she declares all the movements performed and the related activi-
ties. Our proposed approach consists in extracting two Mobility Diaries from
these sources of information and to exploit their correspondences to extend
the semantic knowledge from the survey to the GPS traces. Our objective
is to characterize the labeling in terms of features of the Mobility Diary ex-
tracted from GPS data. The candidate features that have been explored so
far includes: duration time in a location, starting time from a location, out-
degree of a location, frequency of an edges, and other attributes that relates
to relevant network measures of the network derived by the Mobility Di-
ary. The expected outcome of this process is a classifier capable of relating
characteristics of the Mobility Diary to semantic concepts.
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Extraction of individual points of interest

Meaningful information can be derived by means of interactive visual anal-
ysis performed by a human expert; however, this is only possible for data
about a small number of people. A recent proposal by Fraunhofer [11]
has been accepted for presentation at “GeoVisual Analytics, Time to Focus on
Time” Workshop @ GIScience (18 September 2012, Columbus OH, USA). It
proposes an approach that allows scaling to large datasets reflecting move-
ments of numerous people. It includes extracting stops, clustering them for
identifying personal places of interest (POIs), and creating temporal signa-
tures of the POIs characterizing the temporal distribution of the stops with
respect to the daily and weekly time cycles and the time line. The analyst
can give meanings to selected POIs based on their temporal signatures (i.e.,
classify them as home, work, etc.), and then POIs with similar signatures
can be classified automatically. The possibilities for interactive visual se-
mantic analysis are demonstrated by example of GSM and GPS data. GPS
data allow inferring richer semantic information but only temporal signa-
tures may be insufficient for interpreting short stops. This work serves a
base to develop an intelligent system that learns how to classify personal
places and trips while a human analyst visually analyzes and semantically
annotates selected portions of movement data.

3.2 Collective Patterns

Collective patterns highlight relevant behaviors that result from the con-
tribution of groups of individual movements. In this case the resolution
of the individual (his/her history and habits) is ignored. An example of
this approach is the analysis of mobility data to detect groups of vehicle
that present critical spatio-temporal characteristics, like for example slow
movement. With this objective, sets of objects, or parts of their movements,
are grouped together according to similar spatio-temporal characteristics ex-
ploiting mobility data mining methods. It is worth noting how this approach
is relevant to provide semantics and interpretation to mobility patterns pro-
vided by the data mining methods, as required by Task 2.2.

We organize the activities in this context according to the different types
of aggregations that we extract.
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3.2.1 Characteristic behaviors

Individual patterns observable through GSM data are analyzed in [39] by
CNR to identify groups of users with similar individual profiles. The pro-
posed analytical method exploits the individual movement habits to seg-
ment a population of mobile phone users into profiles, namely residents,
commuters, and visitors. The proposed method is structured into two phases.
First, the user behavior observed through calling logs is aggregated into a
temporal profile, i.e. a succinct representation of the calling and move-
ment habits of each user. Secondly, the profiles are analyzed by a combi-
nation of domain expert rules and clustering based techniques to identify
subgroups with common characteristics. The experiments show that the
proposed method is capable of automatically distinguish the profiles of resi-
dent, commuters and occasional visitors to a city and to highlight emerging
behavior that were not initially considered by the domain experts.

3.2.2 Significant movements

The emerging of mobility patterns represents an example of bottom-up ap-
proach to semantic enrichment. When several individuals perform similar
behaviors it is possible for the analyst to infer useful knowledge from this
phenomena. A typical example is the identification of traffic jams. For in-
stance, the work Traffic Jams Detection Using Flock Mining [76] by CNR pro-
vides an application scenario of the flock algorithm to the detection of traffic
jams. In this scenario, the extracted flocks are analyzed with a two-step ap-
proach to select only those that are potential traffic jams. The raw result
of the algorithm is a set of patterns where different object travel coherently
together. However, not all the candidate flocks can be considered traffic
jam. Thus, the work provides a basic definition of a traffic jam in terms of
relative average speed in an area and compares each candidate flock with
the expected speed. This comparison is used to distinguish regions where
typically objects move slowly from those where slow movement is rare. This
classification step explores a semantic enrichment approach where move-
ment characteristics and background knowledge are combined.

UPRC has been investigated efficient solution for tackling the problems
of sub-trajectory clustering and outlier detection in Moving Object Databases
(MOD). The proposed methodology relies on a voting-and-segmentation
phase that segments trajectories of moving objects according to local den-
sity and trajectory similarity criteria, a sampling phase that selects the top
voted sub-trajectories that will be used as seeds for the clustering process,
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and a clustering phase that is driven by the sampling set of the original
dataset, which groups the sub-trajectories of the MOD into clusters, also de-
tecting outliers. The proposed solution, called S2T-Clustering (for sampling-
based sub-trajectory clustering) is boosted by an efficient index mechanism
that speeds up the overall process, also allowing S2T-Clustering to be effi-
ciently registered as a query operator in a real MOD engine. The previous
mentioned indexing techniques will be the kernel to support the BIG data
challenges raised in DATASIM. Obviously, given the above characteristics,
S2T-Clustering is also related with the activities of WP1. More details about
this line of research are provided in the activity report of WP1.

3.2.3 Significant places

The joint work of CNR and Fraunhofer From movement tracks through events
to places: Extracting and characterizing significant places from mobility data
[10] generalizes the previous approach by relaxing the spatio-temporal con-
straints to identify relevant movement events. The work proposes a visual
analytical procedure aimed at determining significant places on the basis of
certain types of events occurring repeatedly in movement data. The pro-
cedure consists of four major steps: (1) extraction of relevant events from
trajectories by queries involving diverse instant, interval, and cumulative
characteristics of the movement and relations between the moving objects
and elements of the spatio-temporal context; (2) density- based clustering
of the events by spatial positions, temporal positions, movement directions
and, possibly, other attributes, which may be done in two stages for an
effective removal of noise and getting clear clusters; (3) spatio-temporal
aggregation of events and trajectories by the extracted places; and (4) anal-
ysis of the aggregated data. The proposed procedure was applied on two
distinct movement datasets: a set of GPS traced vehicles with the objective
of detecting traffic jams in a metropolitan area and a set of air traffic routes
to extract relevant landing and take-off patterns along time. The work re-
ceived the Best Paper Award and extended version has been submitted to the
IEEE Transactions on Visualization and Computer Graphics (TVCG) Journal
and it is under review at the moment.

The approach of combining interactive visual techniques with computa-
tional methods from machine learning and statistics is extended and gen-
eralize in the work A visual analytics framework for spatio-temporal analy-
sis and modelling [13] by Fraunhofer. Clustering methods and interactive
techniques are used to group spatially referenced time series (TS) of nu-
meric values by similarity. Statistical methods for time series modelling are
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then applied to representative TS derived from the groups of similar TS.
The framework includes interactive visual interfaces to a library of mod-
elling methods supporting the selection of a suitable method, adjustment of
model parameters, and evaluation of the models obtained. The models can
be externally stored, communicated, and used for prediction and in further
computational analyses. From the visual analytics perspective, the frame-
work suggests a way to externalize spatio-temporal patterns emerging in
the mind of the analyst as a result of interactive visual analysis: the patterns
are represented in the form of computer-processable and reusable models.
From the statistical analysis perspective, the framework demonstrates how
time series analysis and modelling can be supported by interactive visual
interfaces, particularly, in a case of numerous TS that are hard to analyse
individually. From the application perspective, the framework suggests a
way to analyse large numbers of spatial TS with the use of well-established
statistical methods for time series analysis.

3.2.4 Significant Areas

A distinctive feature of the previous two approaches is the transformation of
mobility data into a different form of data, respectively events and time se-
ries. This approach of extracting different representation of knowledge from
mobility data is also exploited to take advantage of network based analysis.
In the following we present two novel approaches of this paradigm applied
to the analysis of collective mobility behavior that are are orthogonal to
Task 2.2 and Task 2.3. The two approaches are based on the extraction
of a complex network from mobility data and on the analysis of these net-
works by means of community discovery methods. The paper Discovering
the Geographical Borders of Human Mobility [89] by CNR proposes a gen-
eral method to determine the influence of social and mobility behavior over
a specific geographical area in order to evaluate to what extent the cur-
rent administrative borders represent the real basin of human movement.
In this work mobility data is generalized over a tessellation of the space to
produce a graph modeling of mobility demand: nodes of the graph repre-
sent the places and the link between any two nodes is weighted with the
directed flow of movement between the two. Once the mobility network
has been extracted, a community discovery algorithm is able to partition
the nodes, and hence the geography, into zone with a high internal mo-
bility w.r.t the mobility towards other zones. Since the spatial resolution
influences the extracted mobility network, the work Optimal Spatial Resolu-
tion for the Analysis of Human Mobility [88] by CNR explores the previous
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approach by considering several spatial resolution provided by a series of
regular grid partitions. Each spatial generalization is analyzed by extract-
ing the corresponding mobility network and by evaluating several network
statistics borrowed from network science.

In [23] by CNR the nodes of the graph represent the points of interest
and the links are weighted according to the number of trajectories passing
through them. The objective is to identify communities of places based on
the mobility of the citizens. For example, the bridge communities highlight
a mobility that tend to cross the city to visit places which can be far away,
while the overlap communities show different mobility behavior associated
to the same places.

3.3 Global Models and Complex Systems

3.3.1 Radiation Model

Introduced in its contemporary form in 1946, but with roots that go back
to the eighteenth century, the gravity law is the prevailing framework with
which to predict population movement, cargo shipping volume and inter-
city phone calls, as well as bilateral trade flows between nations. Despite
its widespread use, it relies on adjustable parameters that vary from region
to region and suffers from known analytic inconsistencies. In [95] we in-
troduce a stochastic process capturing local mobility decisions that helps us
analytically derive commuting and mobility fluxes that require as input only
information on the population distribution. The resulting radiation model
predicts mobility patterns in good agreement with mobility and transport
patterns observed in a wide range of phenomena, from long-term migra-
tion patterns to communication volume between different regions. Given
its parameter-free nature, the model can be applied in areas where we lack
previous mobility measurements, significantly improving the predictive ac-
curacy of most of the phenomena affected by mobility and transport pro-
cesses.

Starting from this model, in [96] we showed how models of human
mobility are derivable within the framework of the radiation model. A uni-
fied continuous approach is used for computing the probability to observe
a trip to any region. Fluxes among all areas, defined by a generic spatial
subdivision, are computed and are shown to lead to previously proposed
models, like the intervening opportunities model, or new models, like the
high expectations model, depending on the benefit distribution. Compari-
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son with observational data offered by commuting trips extracted from the
US census data set shows the validity of such models. Finally, we discuss
the advantages of the continuum approach, we illustrate the fluxes’ additiv-
ity property, and we use our theoretical framework to derive some special
cases of gravity models from first principles. These findings suggest that the
complex topological features observed in large mobility and transportation
networks may be the result of a simple stochastic process taking place on an
inhomogeneous landscape.

3.3.2 Scaling the general law of human mobility

General laws on human mobility are based on large mobile phone datasets.
In our project and in our current research activity we extensively used ve-
hicular GPS traces to sense the movement of people. Clearly, the observed
GPS vehicles covers a smaller population w.r.t. the devices observed by the
cellular network but provide a very precise spatial position. Moreover, the
GPS traces are limited to car travels and do not allow to sense the move-
ment of people once they have parked their car. It is therefore legitimate to
investigate to what extent the previous models apply to GPS data, which de-
viations are observed, and which new analytical opportunities are provided
by the finer spatio-temporal granularity. On the other hand, it is compulsory
to investigate to what extent our GPS data are representative of the overall
vehicular mobility, in order to generalize the validity of our findings. The
paper [78] shows two evidences of the statistical validity of our dataset:
first, the known human mobility models can be refined to deal with car mo-
bility, and second, the available GPS data can indeed be used as a faithful
proxy of car mobility.

3.3.3 Human Mobility and Social Ties

One of the founding ideas of the DATASIM project is the evidence that the
mobility is a complex phenomenon that has strong relationship with the
motivation of people to perform some activities. Indeed, such activities are
strongly influenced by the social links with people around us. Starting from
these premises, in [105] we investigated to what extent do individual mobil-
ity patterns shape and impact the social network. In this work, by following
daily trajectories and communication records of 6 Million mobile phone sub-
scribers, we address this problem for the first time, through both empirical
analysis and predictive models. We find that the similarity between two in-
dividuals’ movements strongly correlates with their proximity in their social
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network. We further investigate how the predictive power hidden in such
correlations can be exploited to address the challenging problem of deter-
mining which new links will develop in a social network on the base of the
observation of the individual mobility.
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Chapter 4

Directions for Future Research

The research directions in the short/middle terms origin from the work in
progress described in Section 3 and they take advantage from the expertise
of each participant of the WP2.

4.1 Diaries and Activity Extraction

Starting from the preliminary work on Mobility Diaries, we plan to extend
the approach by stressing the semantic enrichment phase of the model. The
semantic information involved in the enrichment process can be obtained by
a top-down or a bottom-up method. Top down indicates a method to collect
and summarize all the available information sources from the application
domain (e.g. the geo-objects that a trajectory crosses, personal information
coming form questionnaires, etc) with the objective of annotating the trajec-
tories. With bottom up we indicate all the methods used to infer knowledge
from data. The more challenging methods form a research point of view
are the bottom-up: inferring knowledge from data. For example, the home
and work places of individuals can be inferred as the most frequent loca-
tions observed in a large number of Mobility Diaries, thus exploiting the
frequency measure of the model to derive a semantic interpretation. IMOB,
CNR and Fraunhofer are collaborating to provide method for semantic in-
terpretation of movement data by exploiting automatic methods and visual
analytics techniques and combinations of the two.
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4.2 Scaling Radiation Model

The radiation model has been formulated and applied to predict OD com-
muting matrices at mesoscopic scales, i.e. at the municipality/county level,
whose average size is 50 km. Recent studies have shown that its applica-
tion at the regional scale, where the average location size is 5 km, is more
problematic since some of the simplifying assumptions used at larger scales
cease to be valid.

CNR and BME are collaborating to apply the radiation model at the re-
gional scale to reproduce the observed Origin-Destination (OD) matrices
extracted from GPS traces. IMOB and BME are performing a similar activ-
ity by exploiting OD matrices available from the transportation models. We
do a systematic study of the various formulations and assumptions of the
models belonging to the radiation models family. In particular we consider
the high expectations model and the intervening opportunities model, both
having one free parameter, and we will test their performances considering
two kinds of distance measures, the first being the usual Euclidean distance,
the second being the average travel time between the two locations. Once
the best performing model has been identified, we plan to adopt it to fore-
cast mobility flux and to enable the simulation of future mobility scenarios
according to what-if hypotheses.

4.3 Diffusion Model for Car Pooling Adoption

We intend to study the diffusion models underlying the adoption of innova-
tive behavior, with particular attention to the carpooling scenario. In fact,
besides the intrinsic difficulty of adopting carpooling as a means for trans-
portation for systematic mobility needs, due to the the competition with
other modalities (public transport, private cars, etc.), there is also a factor
of social influence, in terms of missing examples in the social neighborhood
to imitate, or to a negative perception of carpooling. Therefore, as wit-
nessed in the social science research on the diffusion of innovation, there
is probably an influence model that plays here, in that a cascading adop-
tion of carpooling cannot be expected only as a result of reasoned choice of
cost/benefits, but also as an effect of reaching a threshold of social neigh-
bors that adopt carpooling and foster imitation in their communities. What
is a realistic diffusion model for car pooling? What is a critical threshold
that may cause cascading adoption? How to discover a set of promising
innovators that may trigger a successful diffusion process? How can we
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leverage the social network and the network of compatible mobility needs
to design a successful diffusion process? We plan to study along these lines,
trying to overcome the difficulty of lacking adoption data from real carpool-
ing experiments; to this purpose, we shall consider both simulations based
on real mobility profiles, as studied during the first year of the project, and
real data from different scenarios of innovation diffusion, such as the data
on Skype users available at BME on both the adoption of services and the
social relations. Joint research of CNR and BME.

4.4 Consolidation of Mobility Patterns on Large Scale

The activities of pattern and model extraction will be further experimented
in the second year of the project. In particular, we plan to follow two direc-
tions: (i) extend the method and techniques to the large scale by exploiting
the datasets available in the project and presented in Deliverable 1.1 of
WP1; (ii) selection of patterns useful for the simulator. For example, the ac-
tivity on diaries extraction and activity learning have shown how crucial is a
precise labeling of activities, by means of ad-hoc devices and mobile applica-
tions capable of assisting the user to provide valid interpretation for his/her
own travels. To this purpose, we are planning to set up a crowdsourcing
experiment by recruiting a set of volunteers equipped with a smartphone on
which should be installed a social/mobile-sensing application, like for ex-
ample the SPARROW tool developed by IMOB and presented in Deliverable
1.1.
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